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ABSTRACT

MANAGEMENT OF INTERNET-BASED SERVICE QUALITY

An increasingly diverse set of services, content distribution network (CDN), Internet

games, streaming videos, online-banking, IPTV, VPN, cloud computing and VoIP, are

built on top of Internet. For most of these Internet-based services, best effort delivery is

no longer an acceptable mode of operation as ultra-high reliability and performance is

demanded to meet the stringent service-level requirements.

In this dissertation, we focus on the research problem: how to manage the Internet-

based service quality in a efficient and proactive manner from a service provider’s point

of view. Managing Internet-based service quality is extremely challenging due to its

massive scale, complicated topology, high protocol complexity, ever-changing software

or hardware environment and multiple administrative domains. We propose to look

into this problem from two views (user view and network view) and design a novel in-

frastructure that consists of three systems (Argus, G-RCA and TowerScan) to enable

managing Internet-based service quality from both views. We deployed our infrastruc-

ture in a tier-1 ISP that provides various Internet-based service and it has proven to be a

highly effective way to manage the quality of Internet-based services.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An increasingly diverse set for services have come to use Internet as the underlying in-

frastructure, including online gaming, stock-trading, IPTV, content distribution network

(CDN), VoIP, cloud computing and mobility. In these Internet-based services, service

providers are demanded to manage the service quality in an effective and proactive man-

ner in order to meet the ultra-high reliability and performance expectations from users.

For example, in an IPTV service, a degraded networking line card starting to drop data

packets can cause an unacceptable level of video glitches on customers’ home TVs

in the region downstream of the line card. In a mobile phone service, users may ex-

perience slow download throughput or get connection time-outs due to an overloaded

service gateway. In a VoIP service, a routing change may induce a significant trans-

mission delay affecting users’ conversation experience. In all cases, it is crucial for the

service provider to promptly detect these service degradations and localize their root

causes so that the service impacting conditions can be identified and addressed before

user dissatisfaction escalates.

End-to-end service quality typically depends on hundreds of interacting hardware

and software elements, each of which may have its own interfaces and protocols and

may fail at any point. The Internet was originally designed for exchanging email and

files among a few trusted hosts and doesn’t facilitate the management of end-to-end
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service quality. Any network glitch (e.g.: packet loss or link congestion) could have

negative impact on the end-to-end service quality. Even worse, the service provider

might only have the control on a subset of the hardware and software elements inside

its network. Regardless whether the root cause of service quality issue is actually inside

the service provider’s own network, the service provider is responsible for tracking the

problem and working with the software and hardware vendors or other third parties to

fix the issue.

The change of service quality expectations has tremendously transformed the way

that service providers manages their networks.

First, network operators have traditionally managed networks on the basis of indi-

vidual network elements, for example, by detecting and replacing faulty network line

cards. Today, managing issues related to end-to-end service quality has become an in-

creasingly significant part of operators day-to-day work. This work typically involves

such tasks as monitoring the loss and delay among different sites of a customer’s VPN,

and the download throughput between clients and CDN servers.

Secondly, network operators primarily focus faults and hard failures on individual

network elements previously. Nowadays, the problems that draw their attention are

increasingly transient end-to-end service quality issues (e.g: Download throughput drop

lasted for a few hours between users and CDN servers). Although transient problems

repair themselves later, it is critical to detect troubleshoot, and fix them in a proactive

manner for two reasons.

• Even transient problems are short, many of them over time (e.g. chronic issues)

would harm customer satisfaction.

• Detecting them potentially a large number of them collectively, classifying their

root causes and trending them over time can provide operators with more critical

insights This information may help in driving the corresponding failure modes out
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of the network and eventually lead to service improvements.

In this dissertation, we focus on managing user-perceived quality of Internet-based

services in a effective and proactive manner at the service provide side. We propose

to look into this problem from two views (user view and network view) and design

a novel infrastructure that consists of three systems (Argus, G-RCA and TowerScan)

to enable managing Internet-based service quality from both views. We deployed our

infrastructure in a tier-1 ISP that manages the user-perceived quality of various Internet-

based service and it has proven to be a highly effective way to manage the quality of

Internet-based services.

The organization of the rest of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 describes

the problem statement, illustrates the research challenges, discusses the potential data

sources and introduces the two different views (user view and network view) of the

same problem. Chapter 3 discusses the related works to this dissertation. In Chapter

4, we discuss two systems (Argus and G-RCA) that enable managing Internet-based

service quality from user view to network view in a top-down manner. In Chapter 5, we

introduces another system call TowerScan that tackles the exact same problem but from

network view to user view in a bottom-up manner. Chapter 6 describes the future work

and fnally Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Two Views of Internet-based Service
Quality Management : User View and
Network View

In this chapter, we first describe the problem statement and the research challenges, then

discusses the potential data sources and finally illustrate how to solve the problem from

two different views (user view and network view).

2.1 Problem Statement

In the dissertation, we focus on three specific research problems that are the fundamental

building-blocks of managing Internet-based service quality.

• P1- detect the service quality issues from users’ point of view: We aim to detect

service quality issues (e.g.: outage or performance degradation) from users’ point

of view as soon as they occur. As the critical step of service quality management,

detection needs to be done in a fast, accurate and scalable way in order to repair

the end-to-end service quality issues before users complain. For example, we try

to detect slow download throughput in a CDN service and choppy conversations

In a VoIP service as soon as they arise.

• P2 - identify the impact of service quality issues on users: We aim to understand
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the overall impact of service quality issues on users. Specifically, we are try to an-

swer the following questions. Which users are impacted? What do the impacted

users have in common? How severe are they impacted? How long are they im-

pacted? The answers to these questions provide key insights to narrow down the

search for root causes and prioritize multiple service quality issues. For example,

we would like to identify that all CDN users from a particular city only received

50% normal throughput during a two hour period. With the deep understanding of

the impact on users, it becomes easier for service provider to find the root cause

and prioritize different service quality issues.

• P3 - analyze the root causes of service quality issues: We aim to pinpoint the

root causes of service quality issues. The root cause analysis is critical in order to

eventually fix the service quality issues. For example, a degradation in download

throughput in the CDN service could be caused by interface flap, link conges-

tion, router CPU overload, maintenance activities (e.g.: OS, firmware upgrades

on routers) to intra-domain/inter-domain routing changes. Note we may not al-

way find the root cause in the service provider’s own network. For example, the

slow download throughput may be caused by issues in the neighboring networks,

on the peering links between the service provider’s own network and the neigh-

boring networks or even in remote networks on the end-to-end path.

2.2 Measurements

The measurements available to service providers to manage their services can be largely

divided into two categories: network-view measurements and user-view measurement.

Network-view measurements include the data sources that can be used to understand

the status of individual network elements (e.g.: interface, router, switch and server) and

calculate the routing path. For example, Syslog and SNMP messages indicate interface
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flap, router CPU utilization, link utilization and link bit error while routing protocol (

e.g.: OSPF and BGP) messages can be collected to understand the routing path at any

given time.

Compared with network-view measurements, user-view measurements are less straight-

forward. The goal of user-view measurements is to best capture service quality per-

ceived by users. Generally there are two ways to acquire the user-view measurements

regarding service quality: intrusive or non-intrusive. In the intrusive approaches (e.g.:

Keynote [8], Gomez [5]), agents periodically probe the service (e.g.: download a large

file in a CDN service) from at different network locations to acquire the approximated

service quality perceived by users. However, this approach has several limitations. First,

without probes from a vast number of network locations throughout the Internet, the

monitoring coverage is limited and some end-user perceived issues may not be detected.

Secondly, probe packets also place additional overhead on the network and may be

treated differently than normal packets.

Therefore, the non-intrusive way to obtain user-view measurements regarding the

service quality is more preferred by service providers. In this dissertation, we focus

on the user-view measurements collected in a non-intrusive way. On one hand, user-

view measurements can be obtained through the feedbacks from users directly. For

example, set up boxes in a IPTV service send the video quality report to service provide

periodically, users complain service quality degradations in a CDN service via social

media tools such Twitter and Facebook, Skype users rate the service quality via a survey

after ending a call and 3G mobility users provide feedback on the service quality by

using a cellphone application provided by the service provider. Figure 2.1 shows where

individual users reported the service quality issues via a cellphone application provided

by a 3G mobility service provider. This type of user-view measurement are mostly

negative feedbacks, which directly indicate user-perceived service quality issues.
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Figure 2.1: An example of user-view measurements: service quality issues reported by
individual users in a 3G mobility service during one hour. Each dot is a user report from
where he or she has a service quality issue.

On the other hand, the user-view measurements can also be extracted from service

traffic passively and indirectly. For example, the round trip delay between set up boxes

and video servers in a IPTV service can be estimated by monitoring the traffic and

the download throughput between cell phones and content servers can be also mea-

sured based on the traffic. Different from the user-view measurements directly obtained

from user feedbacks, these measurement are typically performance numbers and don’t

directly tell if there is service quality issue or not. Figure 2.2 shows one common user-

view measurement in a content delivery network (CDN) service: the round trip delay

between server and users estimated by monitoring the traffic at service provide side.

Specifically, it shows that the round trip delay associated with three individual users

from the same BGP prefix for 10 hours in one day.
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(a) User A

(b) User B

(c) User C

Figure 2.2: Another example of user-view measurements: the round trip delay associ-
ated with three individual users

2.3 Proposed Directions

In this dissertation, we propose to solve the three problems (Chapter 2.1) in two direc-

tions: top-down and bottom-up.

On one hand, the top-down approach starts with user-view measurements (e.g.: com-
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plains from Twitter, customer calls and download throughput) to first detect the service

quality degradations, then understand the user impact (e.g.: who are impacted? by how

much? for how long?), and finally find the root causes (e.g.: link congestion and router

CPU overload) that can be extracted from network-view measurements.

On the other hand, the bottom-up approach starts with network-view measurements

to detect network events (e.g.: link congestion and router CPU overload) that may have

been the root causes of some service quality issues. Then the bottom-up approach needs

to determine if a network event has actually caused any service quality issues or not

given the service/network redundancy (e.g.: When the primary router fails, the sec-

ondary router may work just fine without affecting user perceived service quality.). Fi-

nally if the network event has caused service quality issues, similar to the top-down

approach, the bottom-up approach needs to understand the user impact (e.g.: who are

impacted? by how much? for how long?).

2.4 Challenges

Several significant research challenges must be addressed in order to solve the three

problems discussed in Chapter 2.1.

• Challenge 1 – Complex Cross-Layer Dependency: A wide range of network de-

vices (e.g.: web servers, communication servers, media gateways, firewalls, mul-

ticast servers, name servers, routers, switches and fibers) at different layers (e.g.:

physical layer, link layer, transport layer and application layer) need to work seam-

lessly to assure the end-to-end service quality (e.g.: user equipments download

videos from cnn.com smoothly). For example, the service quality of a data ses-

sion between an user’s smartphone and cnn.com depends on the status (conges-

tion level, bit error rate, CPU utilization etc.) of all the routers, links, cell towers,

RNCs, SGSNs and GGSNs along the network path carrying the traffic and the
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path is dynamically determined by application level redirection and layer-3 rout-

ing. Moreover, the layer-3 connectivity of each pair of adjacent routers on the

path further depends on the layer-2 line protocol status between them, which in

turn depends on the condition of the layer-1 (e.g., a SONET ring)network in be-

tween.

• Challenge 2 – Build-in Service Redundancy: The service redundancy designed

at different layers makes the task of managing service quality even more compli-

cated. At the radio access layer, the user equipments used to be served by a failed

cell tower may migrate to some nearby tower depending on the location and load

of nearby towers. At the network layer, failed routers and links may be avoided

on the end-to-end service path via dynamic routing protocols. At the application

layer, the users may be redirect to less busy content server via DNS redirection.

• Challenge 3 – Incomplete Visibility: Different segments of the end-to-end ser-

vice path belong to different administrative domains (e.g.: other autonomous sys-

tems). For example, metro area networks may be managed by other companies

and other autonomous systems in the Internet could also be involved in the end-

to-end service delivery. The incomplete visibility poses a challenge for managing

the end-to-end service quality issues. Note even without full visibility into oth-

ers’ networks, it is still helpful to “localize” an end-to-end service quality issue to

those networks as the service provider knows where to complain or how to avoid

the problematic networks. For example, if an end-to-end service quality issue may

be localized to the neighboring network, the service provider may adjust the intra

or inter domain routing to avoid that network.

• Challenge 4 – Large and diverse user population: Most of these internet-based

services already have millions of users from different parts of the Internet today,
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and the number is rapidly growing. First, collecting the user-view measurements

and detecting the end-to-end service quality issues for each of them pose a scal-

ability challenge first. Secondly, as user-view measurements are only collected

when an user accesses the services, the user-view measurements for individual

users could be quite sparse. In other words, we may not have dense enough user-

view measurements to effectively monitor the service quality perceived by indi-

vidual users. Thirdly, the user-view measurements from individual users could be

quite noisy (as shown in Figure 2.2) due to the variability in users’ local condi-

tions such as processing delay or lo- cal access queuing delays. All of these makes

it quite challenging to perform any statistical analysis for individual users due to

insufficient and varying samples.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, we will describe literature related to the three fundamental problems

discussed in Chapter 2.1.

3.1 Network Fault Detection and Localization

A class of previous work has focused on detecting and localizing hard failures from net-

work’s point of view. In SCORE [37]. Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) was proposed

to model the cross-layer dependency between IP links and underlying optical devices.

Their main goal to localize the faults observed on the IP layer to the underlying optical

layer in operational networks. Specifically, a set of IP links that use the same underlying

optical device such as a fiber span or a signal amplifier form a shared risk link group.

In other words, if the shared optical device fails, all of the IP links in the corresponding

shared risk link group would fail. SCORE formulates the localization problem using a

bipartite graph. Each IP link is represented as a node in the top level of the bipartite

graph while each shared risk link group is represented as a node in bottom level of the

bipartite graph. An edge exists between a IP link node on the top level and a shared risk

link group node on the bottom level if that IP link is a member of the shared risk link

group. Then SCORE aims to identify the smallest possible set of shared risk link groups

to cover the observed IP link failures using a greedy heuristic of MinSetCover problem.
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SHRINK [35] is similar to SCORE [37] as the same bipartite graph is used. How-

ever, instead of using the greedy heuristic, SHRINK employes Bayesian network to

infer the most likely assignment of the states (0 means alive and 1 means failed ) for the

shared risk link groups given observations of IP links’ status. In contrast to the SCORE,

SHRINK takes into account different probabilities of failure of different SRLGs. It uses

these probabilities to address the under-determinedness of the problem; from all possi-

ble SRLG sets whose failure could have caused the observed IP links to fail, it returns

the SRLG set that is most likely. SHRINK also deals with potential inaccuracies in the

SRLG database and the possibility of dropped SNMP link status reports.

[38] uses active measurement between edge routers to raise alarms whenever edge-

to-edge connectivity is disrupted in a backbone network. These alarms then are fed

into localization module that employs spatial correlation techniques to localize the root-

cause of edge-to-edge connectivity issues . The localization algorithm used here is sim-

ilar to the greedy approach for fault localization used in SCORE [37] .

[47] and [27] focuses on the characteristics of Internet end-to-end connectivity among

hosts by using pings, traceroutes and routing protocol data. They are trying to under-

stand how stable Internet end-to-end connectivity is, how long failures last and how

failures in Internet end-to-end connectivity correlate with routing instability. These ap-

proaches are related to our problems P1 and P2. However, this dissertation focuses on

service quality issues from user’s point of view that mostly are soft and transient failures.

These related works instead focus on hard failures from network point of view.

3.2 Service Event Detection and Localization

A large body of recent work focuses on end-to-end service quality. PlanetSeer [61] fo-

cuses on detecting end-to-end service quality issues (such as high loss rate and latency)

in the CoDeeN [57] (A CDN on PlanetLab [49]) by passively monitoring the traffic and
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localizing the scope of detected service quality issues by using traceroute. Compared

with PlanetSeer, the dissertation focuses on localizing the end-to-end service quality is-

sues without active probing. Moreover, this dissertation tries to pinpoint the root causes

(e.g.: link congestion or router ) of the localized service quality issues.

[40] first identifies the inflated prefixes by passively measuring the RTT between

clients and Google’s CDN servers and then uses traceroutes to Identifying causes (e.g.:

lack of peering link) of latency inflation to improve the overall service quality in a long

term. Different from [40] that focuses on long term service quality optimization, this

dissertation focuses on the day-to-day service quality issues that are typically transient.

[44] is a network tomography approach that infers the internal network character-

istics by passively monitoring the end-to-end service quality (e.g.: packet loss rate)

between a web server (www.microsoft.com) and its clients. Network tomography is re-

lated to our problem P2 but we try to localize the root cause of the service quality issues

reported by many users without a clear defined topology. For example, if the download

throughput in a CDN service for most of users from a city is low, we may localize the

root cause to that particular city.

Commercial systems like Keynote [8] and Gomez [5] are also available to detect the

service quality issues from the end-user’s perspective by active probing the service from

agents at different network locations. Differer from the active probing based systems,

this dissertation proposes to measure the service quality passively at the service provider

side. Compare to active probing based systems, our approach measures the real user-

perceived service quality instead of agent-perceived service quality without introducing

overhead to the network.

A more recent work [13] proposed to push service quality management task to the

end-hosts themselves and implemented such a prototype system for BitTorrent. Specifi-

cally, first each BitTorrent peer detects its local service quality events individually based
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on some passively measured performance metric and then local events from different

peers are correlated spatially and temporally to determine the scope of the problem. The

effectiveness in [13] actually depends the sparsity of passive measurements for individ-

ual end systems. An end system with very few measurements would be able to detect

event effectively. The deployment is another issue as there is no strong incentive for end

systems to corporate. Unlike [13], our approach is not limited by the sparsity of mea-

surements and by the deployment issue as we collect the service quality measurements

from individual users passively at the service provide side and aggregate these service

quality measurements to avoid the sparsity issue.

3.3 Service dependency graph inference

There has been extensive prior work on inferring the service dependency graph. For

example, successfully fetching a SMB file depends on DNS resolution, Kerberos Au-

thentication and accessing SMB server. Furthermore, a success DNS resolution depends

on the all the routers and links on the path to the DNS server.

PINPOINT [20] keeps track of users’ requests to discover the component dependen-

cies and localize the faulty components in a distributed system. PINPOINT first aims to

detect whether these users’ requests are successfully served or not by looking for two

types of failures: internal and external failure. Internal failures are typically masked

before becoming visible to users while external failure are visible to the user. Inter-

val failures include memory leakages while external failures include network outages

or machine crashes. PINPOINT then records the components used by each failed and

success request and finally a data clustering algorithm is used to discover sets of compo-

nents that are highly correlated with the failed requests. The data clustering algorithm

is an unweighted pair-group method using arithmetic averages.

SHERLOCK [14] passively infers the dependencies among the network, server and
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applications from logs. First, SHERLOCK automatically constructs an Inference Graph

that captures the dependencies between all components by combining individual views

obtained from individual software agents by analyzing the packets. SHERLOCK uses

information provided by one agent to fill in any gaps in the information provided by

another. The inferred service dependency graph includes primitives that capture the

behavior of load-balancers and failover mechanisms. Then SHERLOCK employes a

localization algorithm that efficiently pinpoint the root cause using the inferred service

dependency graph and measurements of service response times made by the agents.

EXPOSE [34] learns dependency rules in edge networks using spectral graph parti-

tioning to extract significant communication patterns in a packet trace without explicitly

being told what to look for. EXPOSE learns the underlying rules that govern commu-

nication over a network. From packet timing information, EXPOSE learns rules for

network communication that may be spread across multiple hosts, protocols or appli-

cations. Orion [21] identifies the dependencies using packet headers and timing infor-

mation in network traffic based on a novel insight of delay spike based analysis. While

none of them solve all the three problems that this dissertation is targeting on, all the

techniques are related to our problem P3 as they can complement the root cause analysis

by inferring the dependency graph.

3.4 Commercial network management systems

Most of the commercial network management systems, such as EMC SMARTS [4],

HP OpenView [6], IBM Tivoli [7] have focused on the performance of individual net-

work elements such as routers, line-cards and interfaces. In practice, these systems have

proven inadequate for service quality issues as they treat individual network elements

independently without a complete view of service model.

First of all, the performance individual network elements are poor predictors of the
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end-to-end service quality that users ultimately care about. These commercial systems

are not designed to manage the user-perceived service quality and thus don’t have the ca-

pabilities to understand the impact of individual network element on the user-perceived

service quality. For example, its not clear how high CPU load on a router impacts user-

perceived service quality. Therefore, it is hard to set a threshold that alerts only when

users are impacted. Moreover, due to the large number of network events, investigating

all the potentially user-impacting network events is simply impractical, especially when

many of them have no effect on users. This dissertation instead focuses on detecting and

localizing the problems that affect users.

Secondly, the commercial systems typically employ simple threshold-based anomaly

detection with little embedded intelligence. For example, they are set to generate alerts

based on certain threshold violations such as “alarm if router CPU utilization is more

than 80%”. However, it could be challenging to figure out the right thresholds in prac-

tice. In the contrast, we use more intelligent time series forecasting techniques and

incorporates important enhancements tailored for service measurement data. In other

words, no thresholds need to be set in our approach and anomalies are detected if the

actual values differ too much from the forecast values.

Thirdly, these commercial systems typically require too much manual effort in con-

figuration while our approach requires only minimal configuration. For example, as

most of the commercial systems are threshold-based, a larger number of thresholds

need to be configured for hundreds of devices involved in a service. In contrast, this

dissertation focuses on managing user-perceived service quality from both user view

and network view by using various statistical analytics that requires minimal human

intervention.
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3.5 Model based service quality prediction:

There are several model based system to predict service quality based on network mea-

surements. WISE [55] presents a what-if analysis tool to predict the effects of network

configuration changes on service response times based on historical data. WISE first

identifies features in the dataset that affect response time in a CDN service. Careful

choice of features improves the utility of the dataset for evaluating what-if scenarios.

Secondly, it constrains the inputs to valid scenarios based on existing dependencies.

Then WISE presents the network designers with an easy-to-use interface in the form of

a scenario specification language called WISE-Scenario Language. Finally WISE esti-

mates the response time distribution function in a piece-wise manner, and also structures

the processing so that it is amenable to parallel processing.

Q-Score [54] accurately learns a small set of network measurements most relevant to

user-perceived service quality based on historical data, and proactively predict service

quality in a single score. Q-score system takes input from network (including servers,

transport and in-home devices) performance indicators, which we refer to as features,

the user control activities, and the user feedback in the form of customer call service

records. The output is a series of Q-scores, one for each user of the service, quantifying

the received service quality. At a high level, Q-Score system is composed of two compo-

nents: an offline learning component and an online continuous monitoring component.

Q-Score carefully designs the appropriate temporal and spatial aggregations to remedy

the inherent loss, noise and delay with user feedback. Furthermore, by applying statis-

tical regression over a large quantity of historical data between various network KPIs

and the user feedback, a set of regression coefficients which quantitatively capture their

relationship is obtained. These regression coefficients are fed into the online monitoring

component to predict service issues.

They are related to our problem P1. These approaches can predict service quality is-
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sues in a proactive way but the accuracy is still a concern (e.g.: Q-Score claims they can

predict 60% of the service quality issues with 0.1% false positives). In the contrast, this

dissertation focuses on detecting service quality degradations in a reactive and accurate

manner.
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Chapter 4

Top-Down Direction

In this chapter, we explore the top-down direction in managing quality of Internet-based

services. As we discussed in Chapter 2, there are three main steps in the top-down

direction:

1. Detecting service anomaly events based on user-view measurements (e.g.: com-

plains from Twitter, customer calls and download throughput).

2. Estimating the user impact of detected service anomaly events, e.g.: who are im-

pacted? by how much? for how long?

3. Identifying the root causes of service anomaly events by correlating with network-

view measurements (e.g.: link congestion and router CPU overload).

We implement the first two steps in a system called Argus while the last step regard-

ing root cause analysis is implemented in another system called “G-RCA”. Both Argus

and G-RCA are designed in a generic manner for various Internet-based services.

4.1 Argus: Detecting Service Anomaly Events and Esti-
mating their User Impacts

In this section, we first describe our design of Argus, then discuss how we apply Argus

in a CDN (content delivery network [46, 25, 52, 56]) service and finally present the
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evaluation results and operational experience.

4.1.1 The Design of Argus

Argus is a generic system to detect service anomaly events and estimate their user im-

pacts base on the user-view service quality measurements collected from individual

users. Specifically, it turns the service quality measurements from individual users into

localized and prioritized service anomaly events in streaming fashion. In order to ad-

dress the challenges discussed in Chapter 2, we adopt a five-stage approach for Argus

as shown in Figure 4.1.

(i) Spatial aggregation: aggregate the user-view measurements associated with indi-

vidual users into different user-groups. An user-group consists of the set of users that

share some common attributes.

(ii) Temporal aggregation: aggregate the user-view measurements in each user-group

into time-bins and pick a summary statistic from each time-bin to form a summary time

series for each user-group.

(iii) Event detection: apply a one-pass time series forecasting technique to extract ser-

vice anomaly events from the summary time series of all user-groups.

(iv) Event localization: adopt a novel hierarchical event localization algorithm to iden-

tify one or multiple user-groups that can explain the detected service events on other

user-groups.

(v) Event prioritization: prioritize localized service events based on their impacts on

users such as scope, severity and lasting duration.

All these stages operate in streaming fashion, which means service anomaly events are

detected with some initial user-view device quality measurements and updated in terms

of impact scope, duration, status and as more and more measurements arrive. Argus

notifies the service operators as soon as service anomaly events are detected and keeps

them updated with the latest information regarding these events so that operators can
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Figure 4.1: The architecture of Argus

keep track of them. We now describe each stage in Argus in detail.

4.1.1.1 Spatial Aggreagtion

While user-view service quality measurements associated with individual users (as shown

in Figure 2.1 and 2.2) provide valuable information to manage service quality proac-

tively, it is quite challenging to use them to detect and localize service anomaly events

in practice. The critical research question here is how to be oblivious to local dynamics

and sparsity in the user-view measurements from a large number of users but remain

sensitive to service anomaly problems continuously.

First, service quality measurements associated with individual users could be quite

varying due to their local dynamics. In a 3G mobility service, individual users may

experience bad performance when they move into some buildings with strong radiant

barriers. The bad service quality reported by individual users due to local dynamics

are not the primary interests from the point view of service providers as they have very

limited control on these issues. Instead, service providers are more interested in the

case that the service quality become bad for a larger set of users simultaneously due

to some common network issues or server issues. For example, the service provide
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typically pays more attention to the significant spatial concentration of red dots instead

of individual red dots in Figure 2.1. Similarly, in a CDN service, individual users may

suffer from slow download speed due to large queues on the users ADSL links or high

CPU utilization on the user’s laptops. As one can see from Figure 2.2, the service quality

in the form of performance numbers from individual users could be too varying due to

local dynamics. Specifically, the round trip delay associated with “User B” and “User

C” vary significantly from smaller than 10 ms to larger than 100 ms.

Secondly, service quality measurements are typically collected only when users re-

quest the service, which means the service quality samples for individual users could be

too sparse to detect service quality issues continuously in practice especially for those

that don’t request the service frequently. As shown in Figure 2.2, “User C” apparently

has too few service quality measurements to keep track of the service quality during the

10 hours. Figure 4.2 shows that the CDF of the number of service quality measurements

for all 1053 individual users from the same BGP prefix for 10 hours in one day, where

90% for them has less than10 service quality measurements for the 10 hours. Similarly,

Figure 4.3 shows that the CDF of the number of service quality measurements for all

4547 users in a 3G mobility service for 1 hour in one day, where 98% for them has less

than 10.

Finally, a Internet-based service typically has a large number of users. For example,

there are several millions of users in a CDN service or a 3G mobility service.

In order to avoid keeping track of the service quality perceived by millions of indi-

vidual users and address the sparsity and local dynamics issue in the user-view service

quality measurements for individual users, Argus first spatially aggregates service qual-

ity measurements from individual users into user-groups. Each user-group is set of

users that share some common attributes. For example, all users from a “BGP prefix”

can form a “BGP prefix” user-group and the users are from the same city can form a city
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Figure 4.2: CDF of number of service quality measurements per user from the same
BGP prefix in a CDN service for 10 hours
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Figure 4.3: CDF of number of service quality measurements per user in a 3G mobility
service for 1 hour

user-group. The attributes on individual end-users can be obtained from different data

sources such as network topology, routing information and geographic locations. One

user might belong to different user-groups.

As shown in Figure 4.1, the input to this module are a stream of service quality

measurements from individual users and a hierarchy of defined user-groups. While the
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service quality measurement stream could be collected from different services (e.g.:

CDN, IPTV) in different ways, it is transparent to Argus. Argus only needs to know the

attributes of end-users and how to aggregate them into user-groups using these attributes.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of user-group hierarchy. Each service quality measure-

ment from individual end-users is aggregated into multiple user-groups in the hierarchy.

For example, a throughput measurement for end-user “10.1.1.1” is aggregated into 4

user groups (Subnet “10.1.1/24”, BGP prefix “10.1/16”, AS path “123-789” and Origin

AS “789”) in the hierarchy. Here “AS path” is the AS-level path that the service provider

traverses to reach end-users.

In practice, this hierarchy reflects where operators want to detect and localize ser-

vice anomaly events. It is worthwhile noting that although the hierarchy shown in this

example is a tree, in most cases the hierarchy of user-groups could be a general graph.

In other words, one user-group in the hierarchy can have more than one parent user-

groups. For example, in the example show in Figure 4.4, AS path“123-789” can have

two parents: Origin AS “789” and Next-hop AS “123”. Whether the hierarchy is a tree

or a general graph determines the computation complexity of event localization later.

4.1.1.2 Temporal Aggregation

After the step of spatial aggregation, each user-group has a set of service quality mea-

surements from individual users associated with it. The next important question to an-

swer is that how to detect service anomaly events for each user-group. The challenge

here is that the service quality measurements belonging to each user-group could be

quite noisy as they are collected from different end-users. Our solution is to focus on

the summary statistics (e.g.: 50th percentile, 95th percentile, min, max or sum) of the

distribution instead of based on individual service quality measurements. For exam-

ple, regarding the numeric service quality measurements such as round trip delay and

throughput, average or median is used to be the summary statistics. If the service quality
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Figure 4.4: an Example of Spatial Aggregation in Argus

measurements are the binary user feedbacks such as customer calls and tweets, summa-

tion is typically used as the summary statistic. Obviously, we lost some details regarding

individual end-users by focusing on the summary statistics. But it is acceptable as the

goal is to detect service events that impact the user-groups. The service events detected

on user-groups are more likely to be actionable from service provider’s perspective com-

pare to the service events detected on individual users.

In this step, for each user-group (obtained in the pervious step), we temporally aggre-

gate its service quality measurements into time-bins. Binning is a classic data processing

technique for data smoothing, which is much needed here for noisy service quality mea-

surements in each user-group. We use two types of binning methods – fixed-size binning

and fixed-length binning. In fixed-size binning method, the service quality measure-

ments in each user-group are divided into equal size (e.g., 100) groups. In fixed-length

binning method, the service quality measurements in each user-group are divided into

equal length (e.g., 10 minutes) groups. Comparing the two approaches, fixed-length

binning is more intuitive, however it is more sensitive to data sparsity – smoothing over
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one or a few data samples is ineffective. Fixed-size binning on the other hand is more

sensitive to variability due to changes in the composition of individual users in each

user-group. In our current implementation, Argus runs in either fixed-length binning

mode or fixed-size bin mode, while it remains as our future work to evaluate how much

benefit we can achieve to combine the two.

Once time-bins are formed, a summary statistic is selected from all the service qual-

ity measurements in each time-bin to form a summary time series. Several summary

statistics can be used here – minimum, maximum, average, median, other percentile

values and summation. Different statistics may have advantage for tracking certain type

of issues. For example, if the service quality measurement is round trip time (RTT),

the minimum may well capture baseline RTT due to network propagation delay while

being oblivious to varying queuing delay that may be due to network congestion while

average can well capture the service event due to network congestion. If the goal is to

detect service events that impact a relatively large collection of users in each user-group,

median is a good option as the summary statistic for each time-bin by default. We find

median quite effective in tracking service side or network side issues while being robust

to variability in performances of individual users due to their local processing or local

queuing delays.

4.1.1.3 Event Detection

Once we transform the user-view service quality measurements into summary time

series of each user-group, we can apply time series analysis techniques to extract service

anomaly events from them. There are a wide range of time series anomaly detection

algorithm in the literature, ranging from Box-Jenkins [45] linear time-series forecasting

techniques, to frequency domain Fourier analysis [15] or Wavelet analysis [48] based

approaches, to structural analysis such as principal component analysis [26]. Due to the

scale of our application, it is desirable to have online anomaly detection with minimal
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runtime complexity and memory requirement. We base our approach on the classic

additive Holt-Winters (HW) algorithm [17], a widely used one-pass online time series

forecasting method. One of the key strengths of HW is that it involves very light-weight

computation and has very few states to maintain.

At a high level, HW runs three exponential smoothing processes on three compo-

nents of the summary time series: the baseline, the linear trend, and the seasonal effect

to dynamically formulate forecast values based on historical values. Specifically, the

forecast value ŷt at time t is formulated as follows:

ŷt = at−1 + bt−1 + ct−n

where at is the baseline at time t − 1, bt is the linear trend at time t − 1 and ct−n is

the seasonal effect at time t − n. Note n is the number of cycles in one season (e.g.,

24 cycles in one day to model hourly seasonality) and t − n means the same cycle in

the previous season (e.g., the seasonal effect for 1pm in the previous day is needed to

formulate the forecast value for 1pm today). Given a new value yt, at, bt and ct are

updated exponentially with parametersα, β, γ respectively:

at = α× (yt − ct−n) + (1− α)× (at−1 + bt−1)

bt = β × (at − at−1) + (1− β)× bt−1

ct = γ × (yt − at) + (1− γ)× ct−n

In order to determine if a new value yt in the summary time series is abnormal or

not, we compare the current residual error (e.g., absolute difference between the actual

value yt and the forecast value ŷt) with the historical residual errors from the same cycle

in previous seasons. In this way, seasonal variability in residual errors can be captured.

The update formula for dt is similar to that of ct and uses the same parameter γ:

dt = γ × |yt − ŷt|+ (1− γ)× dt−n
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Specifically, for each yt, we calculate its descretized abnormal level A as follows: A =

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 when |yt− ŷt| is in [0, 0.5× dt−n), [0.5× dt−n, 1× dt−n), [1× dt−n, 1.5×

dt−n), [1.5 × dt−n, 2 × dt−n), [2 × dt−n, 2.5 × dt−n) and [2.5 × dt−n,∞) respectively.

Although it is configurable, we typically consider A of 4 or above as anomalous as

suggested in [18]. This is a relatively aggressive setting (i.e., more anomalies). However,

it is an appropriate setting as our event localization and prioritization (next two stages)

is robust to false positives. We further combine consecutive anomalous values in the

summary time series into a single anomaly event and keep track of all on-going anomaly

events, with the begin time of the event being the begin time of the first anomalous value.

Although the classic HW has been proven effective in many different application set-

tings, when dealing with the real service performance measurements, we have uncovered

several serious deficiencies with HW and proposed corresponding enhancements.

• Robust Forecast against Dirty Data and Service Disruptions

“Dirty data” is unfortunately unavoidable in real service performance measure-

ments – problems in various software/hardware components of data collectors

and ingestion servers can occur, rendering the performance data nonsensical. Fur-

thermore, there are many situations in which network problems can cause service

disruptions, driving the performance data out of the norm. For example, in Fig-

ure 4.5, the huge dip (the average RTT is decreased significantly due to missing

measurements) is caused by a bug in the data collector and the spike is caused

by a link congestion. It is highly desirable that forecast and anomaly detection

can be robust against the “dirty data” and service disruptions in our context. In

our approach, at, bt and ct are not updated if the abnormal level A of the current

value yt is above a configurable threshold Au, which depends on the nature of the

summary time series. For a stable time series, Au should be configured tightly so

that most anomalies are excluded in formulating the forecast values. For a noisy
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Figure 4.5: Anomalies in a summary time series that consists of the average RTTs, one
for each 5 minutes

time series, less tight Au is desirable to avoid excessive number of anomalies.

As a head-to-head comparison, we take a close look at the dip in Figure 4.5 and

plot the different behaviors for classic HW and our approach in Figure 4.6. One

deficiency in classic HW is that the forecast values can be easily contaminated by

nonsensical performance data as shown here. On the contrast, our approach has a

more stable forecast line and thus more robust in detecting anomalies.

• Fast Adapt to Permanent Service Performance Changes

Network and service upgrades can often introduce a permanent level-shift on the

end-to-end service performance. Once Argus is confident that a permanent change

has taken place, it is ideal to “forget” about the extended long historical data and

adapt the model to capture the recent performance only. To achieve so, a shadow

set of baseline ast , linear trend bst , seasonal effect cst and residual error dst is updated

in parallel using its own αs, βs and γs. Compared with the working set of baseline

at, linear trend bt, seasonal effect ct and residual error dt, the shadow set is updated

differently in two aspects. First, the shadow set gives more weights to the recent

observations via using relative large αs, βs and γs while the working set gives

more weight to the history compared to the recent observations by using relative
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Figure 4.6: Forecast values and detected anomalies for classic HW and our approach
using the same set of parameters. Au is set to 4 in our approach.

small α, β and γ. Secondly, anomalies are used to update the shadow set while

they are ignored when updating the working set. In this way, the shadow set can

quickly adapt to the permanent level-shift.

A moving window of size L is used to keep track the recent values. Once the

percent of abnormal values in the moving window exceeds a threshold P (sug-

gesting that a permanent level-shift has occured), the working set is replaced with

the shadow set as the shadow set should have adapted to the permanent level-shift.

The configuration of L and P determines the trade-off between the timeliness in

adapting to permanent changes and the risk of wrongly adapting to temporary
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abnormal changes.

• Leverage Temporal Continuity in Residual Errors

In the classic HW, the exponential smoothing is applied on the residual errors dt

on a per cycle basis. For example, if there are 24 hourly cycles in one season,

the exponential smoothing only applies to the residual errors of the same hour in

different days. In order to leverage temporal continuity in residual errors perform

in neighboring cycles (e.g., the neighboring hours in a day), weighted moving

average is used for smoothing the residual errors dt among neighboring cycles.

Specifically, given a new value yt, the residual errors for current cycle and its

neighboring cycles t− w, · · · , t, · · · , t+ w are updated as follows:

dt+i = γw × (1− |i|
w + 1

)× |yt − ŷt|+ (1− γw × (1− |i|
w + 1

))× dt+i−n

where w is the smoothing window size, i is offset compared with the current cycle

ranging from−w to w and γw is derived from γ given the window size w. Similar

to the working set, the residual errors in the shadow set are also smoothed among

neighboring cycles in this way.

Leveraging temporal continuity is critical in particular when the the number of

cycles in one season is large (e.g., 288 5-min intervals in a day). Smoothing the

residual errors over neighboring cycles restores the continuity and makes anomaly

detection more robust.

• Fine-Grained Detection with Coarse-Grained Model

In the classic HW, the detection interval has to be aligned with the cycles in a

season. For example, if the classic HW models a time series with 24 hourly cycles

in one season, the anomaly detection interval has to be hourly. In order to trigger
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anomaly detection more frequently (e.g., once per 5 minutes), the classic HW

has to model the time series with more cycles (e.g., 288 5-minutes cycles in one

season). The memory consumption in HW is proportional to the number of cycles

as one ct and one dt need to be maintained per cycle. Thus increase from 24

hourly cycles to 288 5-minutes cycles in one reason can considerably increase

memory consumption by 12 times. Considering the millions of time-series need

to be monitored in a service, fine-grained model might not be affordable.

In our approach, we enable the fine-grained detection with a coarse-grained model

by linear interpolation of the parameters from two consecutive cycles in the model.

If the anomaly detection interval is T (e.g., 20 minutes), one hourly bin (e.g.,

11:20 - 12:20) may span over two consecutive hourly cycles (e.g., 11:00 -12:00

and 12:00 - 13:00) in the model. The c′t for the hourly bin (11:20 - 12:20) are

derived by the sum of two third of ct for cycle (11:00 -12:00) and one third of ct

for cycle (12:00 -13:00). d′t is calculated similarly.

4.1.1.4 Event Localization

As each service quality measurement contributes to the summary time series of multi-

ple user-groups (as shown in Figure 4.4), a single underlying network failure such as a

link failure may manifest itself at multiple user-groups in the spatial aggregation . For

example, if an underlying network event has caused an increase of RTT for most of

end-users associated with the same “BGP prefix A”, Argus by design should detect the

RTT service anomaly event for the user-group “BGP prefix A”. Due to the nature of

BGP routing, these end-users should share the same origin AS and AS path, and if these

end-users from “BGP prefix A” dominate other end-users associated the same origin AS

or AS path, Argus would also detect RTT service anomaly events for the corresponding

user-groups of origin AS and the AS path. In this case, it is desirable for Argus to lo-

calize the issue to the “BGP prefix A” and report a single service anomaly event. For
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another example, if a router failure has caused a throughput service anomaly event for all

the end-users that are reached by the service provider via “AS path A”, all the children

user-groups of “AS path A” at the lower level in the hierarchy (as shown in Figure 4.4)

such as the BGP prefix user-groups would experience the throughput service anomaly

event as well. In this case, it is desirable for Argus to localize the anomaly to the AS

path.

In general, the event localization problem (ELP) can be modeled as follows. Given a

graph of user-groups, each user-group is marked abnormal, normal or undetermined due

to insufficient samples as shown in Figure 4.7. The goal of ELP, in accordance with the

Figure 4.7: An example of the event localization problem

Occam’s razor principle [16], is to identify the smallest set “A” of root abnormal user-

groups that can explain all the detected abnormal user-groups and satisfy the following

2 constraints. First each abnormal user-group is either in “A” or a descendent of a user-

group in “A” or a ancestor of a user-group in A. Secondly, an user-group is selected

into “A” only when most of its direct descendants are abnormal. Next we present the

formulation of event localization problem (ELP), its complexity analysis and a heuristic

to solve the problem.
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• Problem Formulation

First we introduce the notations used in the problem formulation. In ELP, the

user-group hierarchy (e.g. Figure 4.4) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Let N

represent the set of user-groups in the hierarchy. ∀n ∈ N,D(n) denotes the set

of n’s descendants (i.e. other user-groups can be reached from n by traversing

edges). ∀n ∈ N,A(n) denotes the set of n’s ancestors (i.e. other user-groups

can reach n by traversing edges). ∀n ∈ N, d(n) denotes the set of n’s direct

descendants (i.e. other user-groups can be reached from n by traversing only one

edge). ∀n ∈ N, a(n) denotes the set of n’s direct ancestors (i.e. other user-

groups can reach n by traversing only one edge). The user-groups hierarchy has

the following two properties.

(P1) Each user-group is in one of the three status: abnormal, normal or insufficient

measurements.

∀n ∈ N : f(n) =


1 if n is abnormal
0 if n is normal
−1 if insufficient measurements for n

(P2) Each abnormal user-group has at least one abnormal or “insufficient mea-

surements” descendant.

∀n ∈ N : f(n) = 1⇒ ∃x ∈ D(n) : f(x) = 1 ∨ f(x) = −1

Objective Function:

arg min
A⊆N

|A|

The goal of ELP is to find a smallest user-group subset A that subjects to the

following three constraints (C1-C3).

Constraints:
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(C1) Each user-group in A must be abnormal.

∀a ∈ A : f(a) = 1

(C2) Each abnormal user-group in N is either in A or is a descendent of a user-

group in A or a ancestor of a user-group in A. In other words, all abnormal user-

groups are covered by the subset A.

∀n ∈ N : f(n) = 1⇒ ∃a ∈ A : n = a ∨ n ∈ D(a) ∨ n ∈ A(a)

(C3) For any user-group in A, the number of its direct abnormal and “insufficient

measurements” descendants is larger than the number of it direct normal descen-

dants.

∀a ∈ A : |{x ∈ d(a)|f(x) = 1 ∧ f(x) = −1}| >

|{x ∈ d(a)|f(x) = 0}|

• Complexity Analysis

Theorem 4.1 The event localization problem is NP-hard.

Proof It is easy to show that ELP ∈ NP . Given a user-group subset A ⊆ N ,

validating that A satisfies the two above constraints can be done in polynomial

time.

To show that ELP is NP-hard, we prove that set-overing problem [31] is polynomi-

ally reducible to ELP. i.e. set-covering ≤p ELP. Given an instance of set-overing

problem with the universe {u1, u2, ..., un} and a family of subsets {s1, s2, ..., sm}

of the universe, we can construct an instance of ELP as follows:

- Create a two-level user-group hierarchy with m abnormal user-groups at the

bottom level (one for each subset) and n abnormal user-groups at the top level

(one for each element in the universe).
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Figure 4.8: Polynomial Reduction Example

- Add a directed edge from one abnormal user-group ui at the top level to one

abnormal user-group sj at the bottom level if ui is a member of sj .

- For each abnormal user-group ui at the top level, add the same number of normal

user-groups as the number of sets that ui belongs to at bottom level.

- At the top level, add a common ancestor to abnormal user-groupM that connects

to all abnormal user-groups {s1, s2, ..., sm} at bottom level.

- At the bottom level, add one special abnormal user-group L whose ancestor is

M .

Figure 4.8 shows how the polynomial reduction is done from a set-overing in-

stance to an ELP instance.

We claim that the constructed ELP instance has a feasible solution A with size at

most k + 1 if and only if the original set-covering instance is satisfiable with at

most k subsets. Indeed, if the set-cover is satisfiable with k subsets, then all abnor-
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mal user-groups (i.e., the universe {u1, u2, ..., un} in the set-covering) at the top

level can be covered by k abnormal user-groups (i.e., k subsets in set-covering)

at the bottom level. The remaining abnormal user-groups at the bottom, includ-

ing a special abnormal user-group L, can be covered by the common ancestor

abnormal user-group M at the top level. Conversely, suppose our ELP instance

has a feasible solution A with size k + 1. Then, A must include i) the common

ancestor user-group M to cover all the abnormal user-groups at the bottom level,

and ii) k abnormal user-groups at the bottom to cover all the top level abnormal

user-groups (note: those abnormal user-groups cannot be included in A, as each

of them has normal children user-group). By selecting the subsets each of which

corresponds an abnormal user-group at the bottom in our ELP solution A, the set

cover instance is satisfiable with a collection of k subsets. Since this reduction is

in polynomial time and the set-overing problem is NP-hard, the event localization

problem is NP-hard1. This completes the proof.

• A Greedy Solution

The event localization problem above can be mapped to the set-covering problem

[31] . Using the set-covering terminology, all the abnormal user-groups in the

hierarchy form the universe. By picking an abnormal user-group x that satisfies

the constrains C1 and C3, a subnet Sx (Sx = x∪D(x)∪A(x)) of the universe is

formed. For each event localization problem instance, there is a family of n sub-

sets (S1, S2, ..., Sn) that are corresponding to n abnormal user-groups that satisfy

the constrains C1 and C3. The goal is to find the smallest subfamily from whose

1If the user-group hierarchy is a tree, then the event localization problem is a P problem. In this special
case, one can simple do a breadth-first search. Once a user-group that satisfy the constrains is found, one
can immediately select it into output subset A and stop searching its descendants.
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union is the universe. As set-covering problem is NP-hard [31], the event localiza-

tion problem is NP-hard too. [31] presents a simple greedy heuristic for the set-

covering problem and proves it is a factor-dlnne approximation algorithm. Here

we discuss a similar greedy heuristic to ELP, which keeps choosing the abnormal

user-groups (subsets in set-covering problem) that covers most uncovered abnor-

mal user-groups (elements in universe in set-covering problem) until all abnormal

user-groups (the whole universe in set-covering problem) are covered. Here we

discuss a similar greedy algorithm to the event localization problem, which keeps

choosing the abnormal nodes (subsets in set-covering problem) that covers most

uncovered abnormal nodes (elements in universe in set-covering problem) until

all abnormal nodes (the whole universe in set-covering problem) are covered.

4.1.1.5 Event Prioritization

After event localization stage, Argus employes a ranking function to prioritize the local-

ized service anomaly events. Since each anomaly event may contain multiple anoma-

lous time-bins, we first estimate the severity score of each time-bin and then use the

aggregate score of all time-bins as the severity score of the service event. The ranking

function used to estimate the severity score of each anomalous time-bin incorporates

two factors – the significance of the relative size of the anomaly and the breadth of its

impact scope. The significance of the anomaly can be measured by the deviation score

|d| from the EHW algorithm. The impact scope can be measured by the the number of

distinct end-users observed in the time-bin, which we denote as c. We choose distinct

end-users since it is robust against anomalies dominated by a few outlier end-users.

Specifically, for anomaly event e, its baseline ranking score re is defined as:

re =
∑

b∈ bins of e

Ab × Cb

where Ab and Cb is the abnormal level and the number of distinct end-user for bin b. In
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Algorithm 1: : Greedy Algorithm for Event Localization Problem
Let A denote the output subset
Initialize A = ∅, UNCOV = {x ∈ N |f(x) = 1}
for each u ∈ UNCOV do
SETu = u
for each v ∈ D(u) do

if f(v) = 1 then
SETu = SETu ∪ v

end if
end for
for each w ∈ A(u) do

if f(w) = 1 then
SETu = SETu ∪ w

end if
end for

end for
while UNCOV 6= ∅ do

Choose u ∈ UNCOV such that |SETu| is maximized
A = A ∪ u
UNCOV = UNCOV − SETu
for each i ∈ UNCOV do
SETi = SETi − SETu

end for
end while
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this way, long lasting events are likely given higher priority than short events.

4.1.2 Apply Argus in a CDN service

Our objective here is to illustrate how Argus can be applied to monitor the service qual-

ity in a CDN service. In particular, we monitor the end-to-end TCP round trip time

(RTT) between users and CDN servers as the key indicator of service quality. Many ap-

plications are extremely sensitive to network RTT (e.g., gaming). In the context of CDN

service, the TCP throughput of large objects, which are more likely hosted by CDN,

are expected to be inversely proportional to RTT [43], making it an important factor for

CDN service providers.

A simple and common way to measure end-to-end RTT is to compare the timestamps

of IP packets during the TCP handshake. In our case, one traffic monitor is installed for

each CDN node (data center). The monitor observes the access links that connect the

CDN node to the ISP backbone and it is configured to capture TCP handshake packets.

When a request is observed, the traffic monitor calculates the time difference between

the first SYN (from user to CDN server) and the corresponding ACK that completes the

handshake (also from user to CDN server). This becomes the estimated RTT between

the CDN node and the users. This RTT includes network propagation delay, any queu-

ing delay (e.g., due to congestion inside network), and server side as well as user side

processing delay.

We analyze the RTT data from three CDN nodes over a 10-day period (April 1st

to April 10th, 2010). These three CDN nodes are located in northeast, southeast and

northwest regions of USA respectively. The three datasets are hence named Northeast,

Southeast and Northwest. Table 4.1.2 summaries the details of the three datasets. Subnet

means the /24 prefix of the user’s IP. BGP prefix means the longest matching prefix in

the BGP table that covers the user’s IP. AS path means the AS path from the CDN node

to the user’s IP. Egress router means the router at which data traffic from the CDN node
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to the user’s IP exits the ISP network. To protect proprietary information, we cannot list

actual numbers of connections, user IPs and egress routers here. For example, for the

dataset collected from the Northeast node includes tens of millions of connections were

observed from several millions of user IP, which spanned 202,252 subnets, 23,869 BGP

prefixes, 5,116 different AS paths and several hundred different egress routers. Note

that the differences in coverage among three datasets are not caused by CDN assign-

ment strategy. Instead, they are due to the incomplete deployment of traffic monitoring

devices (for Southeast and Northwest) at the time of this study.

Table 4.1: Network Coverage of Three Datasets
Dataset # Connections # user IPs) # Subnets # Prefixes # AS paths # Egress Routers

Northeast tens of millions several millions 202,252 23,869 5,116 several hundreds
Southeast tens of millions several millions 41,784 3,613 649 several tens
Northwest tens of millions several millions 66,464 14,269 2,583 several hundreds

4.1.2.1 Variability in user RTT Series

Each TCP connection (e.g. successful handshake) made by a user results in a single

RTT measurement. We simply refer to a series of passively measured RTTs associated

with a single user IP as the user RTT series. These RTT series can be an important

indicator quantifying the service quality perceived by the CDN users over time.

• Variability across user RTT Series Figure 4.9 shows the CDF of RTTs from all

user RTT series in three different datasets. We normalize each RTT by the maxi-

mum RTT of all three datasets to protect proprietary information. We observe: (a)

There is a large disparity in RTT’s distribution for each dataset. All three datasets

show significant variation (4 orders of magnitude) in per-connection RTT. (b) To

a large extend the three datasets show a similar RTT distribution. In particular,

for every dataset, a large faction of all RTTs has small or medium values while a

small fraction of RTTs have large values.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of normalized RTT across user RTT series

These observations suggest that the variability of RTTs across all user RTT series

is large. On one hand, the large variability may be due to path diversity – connec-

tions from different users traverse different paths and each path may have different

typical RTT. For example, a user in South America assigned to the Southeast node

would more likely experience a greater RTT than a user in Florida simply due to

the longer distance. On the other hand, the large variability may be due to time

dynamics – the RTTs from the same user varies over time. For example, differ-

ent connections from the same user may have different RTTs because of routing

change or queuing fluctuation during a day. In our context of anomaly detection,

we are more interested in the latter case, where different connections from the

same user have largely varying RTTs. These variations may indicate some poten-

tial service performance anomalies. But it is not clear from Figure 4.9 how largely

RTTs of different connections from the same user vary. To better understand this

issue, we next examine the variability in RTTs within individual user RTT series.

• Variability within Individual user RTT Series We use the coefficient of vari-

ation (CV) metric to quantify the variability in RTTs within individual user RTT

series. In other words, we are interested in the variability in RTTs measured from

different requests of the same user during the 10-day period. Figure 4.10 shows
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of coefficient of variation for individial user RTT series

the cumulative distribution of CV for all user RTT series in each of the three

datasets. Note that x axis is in log scale. We can see from Figure 4.10 that all

three datasets have similar patterns. Specifically, around 60% of user RTT series

have very small CV (less than 0.1), which implies good predictability when us-

ing average historical RTTs to forecast future RTTs. Almost 35% of user RTT

series show medium CV (ranging from 0.1 to 1), which indicates reasonable pre-

dictability. However, we also noticed that 5% of user RTT series exhibit large

CV (ranging from 1 to 240). The large variability observed in these user RTT

series suggest that RTT anomaly detection for the corresponding users may be

challenging.

• Self-inflicted RTT Increase

In examining the 5% user RTT series with huge variability, we discovered an

interesting phenomena that contributes to the large variability – consecutive re-

quests within a very short time period (second or sub second level) have almost

monotonic increasing RTT value. For example, in one case, we observe 32 re-

quests from the same user having subsequent RTT value increased from 25.84 ms

to 202.04 ms within one second.
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of number of measurements in user RTT series

Our conjecture to this behavior is that the RTT increase is self-inflicted. As rec-

ommended by HTTP 1.1 standard [28], modern browsers such as IE7, Firefox,

Safari and Opera use multiple TCP connections in parallel to fetch different ob-

jects on the same page. Although HTTP 1.1 recommend 2 parallel TCP sessions,

most of the latest releases of these browsers use much more concurrent connec-

tions: Firefox 3.5.9 and IE8 use 6 and Safari 4.0.5 uses 4 TCP sessions. Thus TCP

SYN-ACKs from the CDN server are likely queued one after another at the user

side access link or in processor buffer. Furthermore, data packets from different

web servers may also get into the queue – for example, advertisement, javascripts,

stylesheet file on the same webpage may not be hosted on the CDN server. Since

each 100-byte packet queued over a 64 Kbps access link would increase the RTT

of subsequent TCP sessions by 12.5 ms, it can quickly create a significant increase

over several packets. Such self-inflicted RTT increases do not reflect any real per-

formance problem for the CDN service, hence need to be carefully handled when

we use user RTT series for performance impairment detection.
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4.1.2.2 Sparsity of user RTT Series

RTT measurements are only collected when a user contacts a CDN node. In order

to have timely measurements to detect service quality issues between users and CDN

nodes, users need to communicate with CDN nodes often enough. In order words, if

a user doesn’t contact a CDN node very often, its user RTT series may be too sparse

to reflect any service quality issues. In order to understand how often a user contacts a

CDN node, we first plot the CDF of number of connections for individual users using

the three datasets.

Figure 4.11 shows that most of users have very few connections over a 10-day pe-

riod. This is true of all three data sets. More specifically, in Northeast dataset, 80%

users have less than 10 connections; in Southeast dataset, 70% users have less than 10

RTT measurements; in Northwest dataset, 65% users have less than 10 connections. In

other words, 10 passive measurements from 10 connections are too few to reflect service

quality over a period of 10 days. The number of RTT measurements alone may not be

sufficient to determine the measurement sparsity. For example, even though a user con-

tacts a CDN node many times within the same second (doesn’t contact the CDN node

at other times), its user RTT series is still considered sparse as all these measurements

only reflect the service quality at that single second.

In order to better understand the sparsity of user RTT series, we further define a RTT

measurement to be “valuable” only if it is at least 600 seconds later than the previous

RTT measurement. As in general path RTT appears steady at least for 600 seconds[63],

passive measurements are within a period of 600 seconds should be considered as a

single sample of end-to-end RTT. Ideally, we want to have one passive measurement

every 600 seconds in order to better monitor the path RTT. Figure 4.12 shows most of

users have even fewer “valuable” RTT measurements over a 10-day period compared

to Figure 4.11. For all three datasets, 90% users have less than 10 “valuable” RTT
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of number of “valuable” measurements in user RTT series

measurements.

As our approach purely depends on passive monitoring, we cannot change how often

users contact CDN nodes to solve the sparsity problem. All of these suggest user RTT

series are too sparse to detect service quality issues.

A naive approach of detecting service quality issues would be applying anomaly

detection algorithms directly on the user RTT series. In other words, for each user IP,

keep track of its user RTT series and detect abnormal RTTs deviated from its normal

behavior that is built based on the history. But the above analysis suggests there are

several limitations in this naive approach. (i) Scalarbility: It won’t scale with respect

to the number of users. For example, in Northeast dataset, there are several millions

of user IPs during a 10-day period. It is not trivial to keep track of several millions of

user IPs. (ii) Sparsity: user RTT series usually are too sparse to conduct a statistical

anomaly detection. (iii) Variability: The larger RTT variability within some user RTT

series makes anomaly detection challenging.

4.1.2.3 Topological Aggregation of RTTs

As anomaly detection based on user RTT series is not practical, we adopt a different

approach by aggregating user RTT series into higher level user-groups according to the
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Figure 4.13: Topological hierarchy

topological hierarchy. In order to illustrate the idea of aggregation, we use the hierarchy

shown in Figure 4.13 as an example, where the user RTT series are aggregated into

subnet user-groups, BGP prefix user-groups, AS path user-groups and egress router user-

groups. In other words, for each user-group in the hierarchy, a aggregate RTT series is

formed by aggregating the user RTT series from all the users that are its children in the

hierarchy. As a result, anomaly detection approach can be applied on the newly formed

aggregate RTT series instead of the user RTT series.

This approach immediately solves the first problem of anomaly detection for indi-

vidual users. More specifically, scalability is not a big issue here as there are much fewer

user-groups we need to keep track of compared to the number of individual users. Let’s

take Northeast dataset as an example. After aggregating, instead of monitoring several

millions of users, now we only keep track of 202,252 subnets, 23,869 BGP prefixes,
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5,116 AS paths and several hundred egress routers.

Moreover, individual user level anomalies are not meaningful for localizing service

quality issues as operators are more interested in the service quality issues that affect

the RTTs of a large number of user IPs. For example, if most of users that traverse the

same AS path experienced abnormal RTTs during a time period, it is more meaningful

to report a single AS path anomaly to operators compared with reporting many anoma-

lies for individual users. Due to aggregation, the anomalies are naturally reported for

subnets, BGP prefixes, AS paths and egress routers. They are more useful to localize

service quality issues compared to individual user anomalies.

• Spatial Locality among user RTT Series

Aggregating users into user-groups based on topological hierarchy only makes

sense if users that are topologically close to each other have similar user RTT se-

ries. Towards this end, we collect user RTT series at different user-groups and

examine whether user RTT series in the same user-group are similar. Specifically,

for each user RTT series, one key statistical indicators such as median and mini-

mum is extracted. Then the similarity test among user RTT series is done by using

this key statistical indicators.

Here we consider the four different user-group, namely subnet user-group, BGP

prefix user-group, AS path user-group and egress router user-group. We also form

random user-group for comparison. First user RTT series are aggregated into user-

groups according to different user-group definitions. We only consider user RTT

series that have at least 100 measurements to keep the computation meaningful.

Then for each user-group, we calculate the median(or minimum) RTT for each

user RTT series in it and the CV of these median(or minimum) RTTs. In other

words, the smaller the CV is, the stronger spatial locality is.

Figure 4.15 and 4.14 plot CDF of CV for user-groups using median and minimum
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of coefficient of variation for user-groups (Minimum is used
as the key statistical indicator for each user RTT series.)

as the statistical indicator respectively. These plots are generated based on North-

east dataset. Overall we can find from both plots that subnet user-group, BGP

prefix user-group, AS path user-group and egress router user-group all exhibit

significant stronger spatial locality than random user-group. Both plots also sug-

gest that spatial locality is strongest in subnet user-group; BGP prefix user-group

and AS path user-group show similar degree of spatial locality; egress router user-

group exhibits less significant degree of spatial locality than others. Even though

all user-groups in the topological hierarchy exhibit significant degree of spatial

locality, we do notice the percentage of user-groups that show no spatial locality

or very limited degree of spatial locality increases as the user-group moves up in

the hierarchy. For example, in Figure 4.15, the max coefficient of variation for

random user-group is 2.93 while there are almost 0.4% of BGP prefix user-groups

has coefficient of variation larger than 0.4%. The number for AS path and egress

router user-groups are 0.4% and 2%. We also conduct the same experiments using

Northwest and Southeast dataset and they show the similar results.

• Sparsity of Aggregate RTT Series

In addition to reducing the number of entities we need to track, aggregation may
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of number of RTT measurements for different user-groups

also overcome some of the sparsity problems seen when tracking individual user

RTT series. As one may expect, the number of RTT measurements at aggregated

user-group levels increases significantly compared to individual users. Figure 4.16

shows that for Northeast dataset: only 20% users have more than 10 measurements

while 65% subnets, 60% prefixes, 65% AS paths and 85% egress routers have

more than 10 measurements. The reason why more BGP prefixes have less than

10 measurements compared to subnets is that there are many BGP prefixes have

length longer than 24 (subnet) in our BGP data.

Similar to section 4.1.2.2, we further define a RTT measurement to be “valuable”
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of number of ”valuable” RTT measurements for different user-
groups

only if it is at least 600 seconds later than the previous RTT measurement. Figure

4.17 shows that for Northeast dataset: most of user-groups at all different levels

have much more“valuable” RTT measurements compare to individual user IPs.

The above analysis suggests that sparsity is significantly improved at aggregated

user-group levels. We also conduct the same experiments using Northwest and

Southeast dataset and they show the similar results.

• Summary

Aggregating user RTT series along the topological hierarchy addresses the scala-

bility issue and measurement sparsity issue. It also naturally provides the ability

of isolating sevice anomalies due to the topological significance in the hierarchy.

4.1.3 Evaluation Results

Evaluating the accuracy of an anomaly detection system is typically achieved through

comparison with a set of “ground truth” events. However, there simply is no defined set

of ground truth events in our context here. We instead evaluate Argus through compari-

son against two independent data sources:

• anomaly events detected by using RTTs actively measured from Keynote[8] agents
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• authoritative DNS server change events provided by the CDN service team

In both situations, Argus would be expected to identify a broader set of events. How-

ever, Argus should also be able to identify the set of events detected via the other mech-

anisms. Figure 4.18 shows a concrete example of an event (on AS path “3356 6079”)

reported by Argus. Note each plot has a blank area around 16:00 April 8th 2010 as there

was not RTT measurement for a hour. We focus on identifying how many of the events

from these two data sources are reported by Argus, how many of them are missed by

Argus and investigate the reasons for the differences.

In the remainder of this section, for each data source, we first describe the data

source and then outline the evaluation results. All timestamps in the section are in GMT.

Argus runs in fixed-length time bin mode with bin size as 10 minutes based on the RTT

measurements passively collected at the North-East CDN node.

4.1.3.1 Comparison With Keynote Anomaly Events

Keynote [8] monitors service quality through active injection of probe packets. Each

Keynote [8] agent machine has 3 unique IPs in the same /24 subnet, and each IP period-

ically sends probe packets to CDN servers in order to measure end-to-end performance.

For the North-East CDN node, Keynote has six agents from different geo-locations and

connected to different ISPs as shown in Table 4.1.3.1. While the keynote agent tracks

a broad set of metrics, we focus here only on the initial connection time as this pro-

vides a direct comparison with the passively measured RTTs in Argus. The Keynote

“initial connection time metric measures the RTT between the keynote agent and the

CDN server by calculating the time difference between the first SYN (from the Keynote

agent to the CDN server) and the SYN+ACK (from the CDN server back to the keynote

agent) during the TCP handshake.

Note that Keynote does not directly provide the anomaly data. Therefore, for each

of the six Keynote agents (each with 3 unique IP addresses in the same /24 subnet), we
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Figure 4.18: An event reported on AS path “3356 6079” around 4:00 April 8th 2010
by Argus. The top scatter plot shows the raw RTT measurements on that AS path. The
plot in the middle shows the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th and 90th percentile time series. The
bottom one shows the event detected by Argus based on the summary (50th percentile)
time series.

Table 4.2: Locations of six Keynote agents
Agent ID Contry State City ISP

1 US MA Boston Sprint
2 US MA Boston Verizon
3 US CT Hartford Same ISP
4 CA QC Montreal Peer1
5 US NY New York Cogent
6 US NY New York Sprint
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first collect the initial connection time over a two-month period (from 1st July 2010 to

31st August 2010), and group them into 10-minute bins. Then we run the Shadow Holt-

Winters algorithm to detect anomaly events (called Keynote anomaly events in the rest

of the section) for comparison with the anomalies detected by Argus for the same time

period and with the same bin mode and size.

Results:

There are totally 310 anomaly events from all six Keynote agents during the two-

month period. We compare Keynote anomaly events with the results regarding their

corresponding /24 subnet reported by Argus, and classify the results as follows.

• (i) Match: Argus reported an event on the same subnet that is temporally over-

lapped with the Keynote anomaly event.

• (ii) Miss: Argus didn’t report anything for the same subnet around the period of

the Keynote anomaly event.

• (iii) More: Argus reports anomalies about a Keynote agent’s subnet, but there are

no temporally overlapped Keynote anomalies event.

As shown in Table 4.1.3.1, Argus in total successfully detected 91% (281 events) out

of 310 Keynote anomaly events, missed 29 events (9%), and detected 51 more anoma-

lies. As also shown in the table, Argus observes RTT for more IPs in the subnet covering

each Keynote agent subnet (each has 3 IPs). For example, in Keynote agent 2’s subnet,

except the 3 IPs used by Keynote for probing, another 10 IPs also visited the North-East

CDN node during the two-month period. As a result, even though an anomaly event

is detected using keynote measurements from the 3 IPs, it may not show up in Argus

as a subnet anomaly by looking at the RTT measurements from all 7 IPs. This is the

expected difference between Argus and active measurement-based anomalies. Cover-

age of more IPs can detect anomalies not directly experienced by the probing IPs, and
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also anomalies experienced only by the probing IPs might not contribute enough to the

subnet to have subnet level anomalies.

Table 4.3: Comparison with Keynote anomaly events
Agent # IPs from its # Keynote # Match # Miss # More

subnet seen Anomaly
by Argus Events

1 6 44 38 6 0
2 13 93 85 8 20
3 5 32 29 3 1
4 7 49 45 4 3
5 6 72 67 5 4
6 15 20 17 3 23

4.1.3.2 Comparison With Authoritative DNS Server Change Events

We first describe how CDN node assignment works in the tier-1 ISP and then how the

authoritative DNS server change helps with our evaluation.

The tier-1 ISP CDN’s authoritative DNS server, when receiving a DNS query from

the client IP’s local DNS server, responds with a CDN server address closet to the

client’s local DNS server, with the hope that this server address is also closet to the

client IPs. As with most of DNS-based CDNs [1, 9], this approach assumes that the net-

work location of a client IP can be approximated by that of its local DNS server since the

authoritative server can see the local DNS server address, but not the client IP’s address.

The tier-1 ISP CDN uses anycast IP addresses for their authoritative DNS servers

(i.e.,they have the same IP addresses) located at many PoPs in the ISP network. There-

fore, a local DNS server’s DNS query is naturally routed to the closest authoritative DNS

server. The CDN service team monitors the local DNS server addresses that queried

each authoritative DNS server in their daily operations. Since the authoritative DNS

servers are located near the edge of the ISP network, a change in the authoritative DNS

server ’hit’ by a local DNS server is indicative of the routing from the local DNS server

to the authoritative DNS server anycast address has changed its ingress point to the tier-1
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ISP. Furthermore because the tier-1 ISP announces the same BGP path attributes for the

anycast prefix and the CDN node prefix, the routing path from local DNS server (and

also the client IPs) to the assigned CDN node might also (but not always) change its

ingress point to the tier-1 ISP.

For example, if a local DNS server that was ’hitting’ an authoritative DNS server

in Boston PoP starts hitting an authoritative DNS server in Chicago PoP, it is likely

the client IPs that local DNS server serves now enter the ISP network via Chicago PoP

instead of Boston PoP, to reach the North-East CDN node and result in a longer RTT.

Note that the returning path from the North-East node to the client IP might or might

not change since sometimes the routing is asymmetric, but when the routing of this

direction also changes, e.g., going through Chicago POP as well, the RTT increase will

be even larger. In other words,a local DNS hit change at the authoritative servers is a

good (although not perfect) indication of the RTT increase experienced by the client IPs,

and we obtained a list of such change events from 1st April 2010 to 15th April 2010 for

all the local DNS IPs that should be assigned to the North-East CDN node according to

the global assignment table. Note that this list was manually compiled and may not be

comprehensive.

Results:

Using these labelled DNS events as an independent data source, we evaluate the

accuracy of Argus by running it over the same period. We first extract the AS path that

the ISP took reach the local DNS server from each labeled event in the list and then

classify each labeled event into three categories based the output of Argus.

• (i) Match: Argus reported an event on the same AS path that is temporally over-

lapped with labelled event, as shown in the top plot of Figure 4.19. There is a

labelled event from 3:45am to 6:00am on 8th April 2010 to for a local DNS server

that uses AS path “3356 6079” to reach the ISP. The local DNS server was routed
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to an authoritative DNS server close to the North-East CDN node before 3:45am

on 8th April 2010 and after that it was routed to another authoritative DNS server

several hundred miles away from the North-East CDN node till 6:00am on 8th

April 2010. It is a “match” as Argus reported an event around the same period of

the labeled event.

• (ii) No Data: As there were no passive RTT measurements on the AS path around

the period of the labelled event, Argus didn’t report anything. The middle plot in

Figure 4.19 shows an example of “No Data” labelled event as there is not mea-

surement data around its period. That means during the period of labeled event,

no traffic is seen on this AS path. We are still working with CDN service team to

figure out the reason of this while it is not the focus of this paper. We don’t worry

about this case as Argus did’t report anything simply due to lack of data.

• (iii) Miss: There were passive RTT measurements on the AS path around the

period of the labelled event but Argus didn’t report anything. The bottom plot

in Figure 4.19 shows an example of “Miss” labelled event. This case worries us

more as Argus was silent when the clients on this AS path entered the ISP from an

new ingress city that much farther to the North-East CDN node compared to the

old ingress. One plausible explanation is that only the DNS server experienced a

routing change and the end-users were unaffected.

The duration of the 68 labeled events in the list varies from 15 minutes to 5 hours.

We show the evaluation results by breaking down the 68 events into 3 classes according

their durations. As you can see from table 4.1.3.2, out of 68 labeled events, Argus

successfully detected 72% (49 events) and missed 13%. The rest 15 % is hard to decide

due to lack of data. In addition, Argus tends to miss more short (15m ≤ D ≤ 1h)

labeled events.
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Figure 4.19: Examples of three categories of labeled DNS events

Table 4.4: Evaluation results using authoritative DNS server change events
Duration (D) # Labelled Events # Match # No Data # Miss

15m ≤ D ≤ 1h 24 16 2 6
1h < D ≤ 2h 32 25 5 2

D > 2h 12 8 3 1
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4.1.4 Operational Experience

In this section, we present two representative case examples from our operational ex-

perience by running the Argus over several months with the CDN service. This ISP is

referred to as “local ISP” in the remainder of this section. All timestamps in the section

are in GMT. The following examples demonstrate the effectiveness of Argus for detect-

ing and localizing service events in a CDN service. Both case examples are based on

the RTT measurements passively collected at the North-East CDN node by using the

fixed-length bin mode with a bin size of 10 minutes.

• Permanent RTT Level Shift Caused by BGP Next-hop Changes

Argus reported an 12-hour event on AS path“3561 7922 7015” 2 from 11pm on

7th May 2010 to 11am on 8th May 2010. We were interested in looking into this

event as it ranked first among all events from 1st May 2010 to 10th May 2010.

AS path“3561 7922 7015” has 7 children (BGP prefixes) in total. Each child is

a BGP prefix that can be reached via this AS path from the perspective of the

local ISP. The problem is localized to the AS path level because all of these 7

BGP prefixes were showing the same behavior as the AS path around the same

time. The highest ranking score of this event comes from three aspects. This

event lasted for a long period with a high “confidence” (several hundred unique

end-users) and a significant “severity”( 2 to 4 standard deviations from predicted

value).

The top left plot in Figure 4.20 shows the percentile time series plot for AS path

and the start and end (highlighted using two vertical lines) of the event detected by

Argus. We can see clearly that there was a RTT level shift started around 3:30am

2This is the reverse AS path that CDN nodes use to reach end-users.
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Figure 4.20: Percentile time series for AS path “3561 7922 7015” and its three child
BGP prefixes. The reported 12-hour event on the AS path is marked using two vertical
lines.

on 8th May 2010. It is a permanent RTT level shift as it didn’t change back to

the previous baseline. In Argus, the maximum length of an event is 12 hours and

Argus will adapt to the new baseline if an event lasts longer than 12 hours. The

other three plots of Figure 4.20 show three child BGP prefixes under AS path

“3561 7922 7015” in the hierarchy. Due to space limitations, we omit the other 4

children BGP prefixes that exhibited exact the same behavior as the three shown

in Figure 4.20.

According to the BGP updates from a route reflector that is co-located with the

North-East CDN node, we determined that the BGP next-hop to reach all of the

7 BGP prefixes changed at 3:28am on 8th May 2010 from the same city as the

North-East CDN node to another city 1,000 miles away from it. Thus, BGP next-

hop change is very likely to be the reason for the RTT level shift illustrated in

Figure 4.20. The instability before the level shift may be indicative of network
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instabilities that caused the BGP next-hop change.

• Temporary RTT Level Shift Related to Remote ASes

Among all events in March 2010 reported by Argus, the top ranked event is on AS

path “7922 7015” from 4:10am to 5:50pm on 21st March 2010. This event is so

significant as it effected all 65 BGP prefixes on the AS path “7922 7015” for more

than 10 hours. The top plot in Figure shows the percentile time series for AS path

“7922 7015” and the event reported by Argus is marked by the two vertical lines.

More interestingly, Argus didn’t report anything for the two other AS paths “7922

33287” and “7922 33657” that share the same next-hop AS and egress router with

the problematic AS path “7922 7015” from the viewpoint of the North-East CDN

node. The two plots at the bottom in Figure depict that the corresponding per-

centile time series for AS paths “7922 33287” and “7922 33657”. Even though

these two AS paths didn’t have as many RTT measurements as the problematic

AS path, we can still infer that the RTT level shift might be caused by something

outside the local ISP (in remote ASes 7922 or 7015). The limitation of the above

inference is that the current hierarchy (Figure 4.13) doesnt incorporate forward

AS path that end-users use to reach CDN nodes. For example, suppose AS 7015

is multi-homed to AS 7922 and another AS X. If AS X is used for end-users in AS

7015 to reach the North-East CDN node. Then the problem may be in AS X. No

information in Argus is able to identify this possible cause. Incorporating forward

path information into Argus forms part of our future work.

4.2 G-RCA: Identifying the Root Causes of Service Anomaly
Events

Given these new challenges in managing the quality of Internet-based service, traditional

fault diagnoses and root cause analysis (RCA) systems [24, 32, 58, 59, 6, 7, 4] that
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Figure 4.21: Percentile time series for AS path “7922 7015” and other 2 AS paths that
share the same next-hop AS and egress router. The period of this plot is the entire day
of 21st March 2010.
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network operators have relied on are reaching their limits for the following five reasons.

First, the narrow view provided by the per network element perspective of the tradi-

tional systems tends to miss rather complicated service dependency relationships. For

example, the quality of a VOIP call across the ISP network depends on the status (con-

gestion level, bit error rate, etc.) of the routers and links along the network path carrying

the traffic, which is dynamically determined based on the link weights at the time. In

another example, the health of a BGP session connecting to a peer router depends on

the route processor resource on both routers and the layer-2 line protocol status between

them (with complicated timer/protocol interactions), which in turn depends on the con-

dition of the layer-1 (e.g., a SONET ring) network in between. Capturing such service

dependency relationships is vital for identifying root causes of service quality issues.

Second, traditional information gathering processes (such as running traceroute or

invoking show command on routers) that are effective at diagnosing problems for large

on-going service anomaly events are unable to cope with minor and transient service

disruptions. RCA for transient failures should only rely on proactively collected data.

Third, achieving ultra-high service quality requires going beyond break-and-fix op-

eration and single-event troubleshooting. It is critical to understand the root causes of

a large number of service anomaly events and extract actionable information from the

identified root causes in the aggregate. For example, when analyzing sporadic high

packet loss events detected by Argus between users and CDN servers, one should exam-

ine these high packet loss events over an extended period (e.g., a month) and diagnose

their root causes. Should link congestion be determined to be the primary root cause,

capacity augmentation is needed along the corresponding network path. Alternatively,

if packet losses are found to be largely due to intra-domain routing re-convergence, de-

ploying technologies such as MPLS fast reroute becomes a priority.

Fourthly, various services (e.g.: CDN, VOIP, IPTV, Mobility, BGP and MVPN)
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provided by the same service provider typically share the same underlying network.

Operators that manage different services often need to perform the similar (if not the

same) steps for root cause analysis. Therefore, it is highly desirable to have a generic

root cause analysis infrastructure for various services instead of one root cause analysis

system per service.

Finally, as new technologies (e.g., MPLS TE) and new devices (e.g., OC768 line

cards) are introduced into the underlying networks at a fast rate, service providers of-

ten have to learn through experience about service-impacting issues. Should unexpected

failure modes or performance impairments occur, operators need to act quickly to under-

stand the problem, diagnose the root cause(s), and eliminate or mitigate the failure mode

to improve service quality. In such an ever-changing network and service environment,

domain knowledge and operator’s experience may become insufficient. RCA systems

that solely rely on expert input can fail to capture unexpected service dependencies,

which unfortunately are not unusual in practice due to the variety of hardware/software

errors and configuration mistakes that can occur. An root cause analysis system should

allow rapid instantiation of new RCA tasks based on existing expert knowledge as well

as flexible data exploration and data mining capability to improve operators’ domain

knowledge and understanding over time.

In this chapter, we introduce our Generic Root Cause Analysis platform (G-RCA)

that is designed to address the above limits. A key feature of G-RCA is a comprehensive

service dependency model that includes network topological and cross-layer relation-

ships, protocol interactions, and routing and control plane dependencies. Thus, network

operators can look for undesirable network conditions that are potentially related to

service anomaly events without specifying the details of the topology and cross-layer

relationships, the protocol interactions, or routing dependencies.

We also ensure that the service dependency relationships in G-RCA can be deter-
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mined using only data that is proactively collected. For example, network paths can be

computed from BGP and OSPF route-monitoring data, as opposed to requiring multiple

traceroutes.

We implemented G-RCA for a service provider that manages many different ser-

vices. Our design decomposes the RCA process into data collection for symptom event

(user-view service degradataions) and diagnostic event (network-view measurements),

temporal and spatial event correlation, and reasoning and inference logic. Here, symp-

tom events are the service problems to be analyzed, and diagnostic events refer to the

evidence of a potential root cause. We define a simple yet flexible rule specification

language that allows operators to quickly customize G-RCA into different RCA tools as

new problems need to be investigated and understood. We integrate into G-RCA data

trending, manual data exploration, and statistical correlation mining capabilities that are

tailored for service quality management. G-RCA has proven to be a highly effective

root cause analysis platform in several different applications. In particular, using the G-

RCA platform network operators are able to quickly investigate new service problems,

uncover unexpected service impacts, and quantify the scale and trend of different factors

contributing to service performance issues.

4.2.1 G-RCA Architecture

This section presents our design of the Generic Root Cause Analysis (G-RCA) platform

for various services built on top of the same network. We focus on the following aspects

of G-RCA: (1) data collection and management (2) the service dependency model (3)

spatial-temporal correlation (4) reasoning logic and (5) domain knowledge building.

The architecture of G-RCA is shown in Figure 4.22.

G- RCA obtains the symptom events of interest and the set of diagnostic events

(network-view) via the data collector. For a given symptom event at service level, G-

RCA uses service specific diagnosis graph to identify the relevant diagnostic events.
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Specifically, G-RCA determines where and when to look for diagnostic events based

on the location and time of the symptom event. Once these diagnostic events are iden-

tified, G-RCA then applies reasoning logics to examine all of the different diagnostic

events observed for the given symptom to identify the most likely explanation(s) of the

symptom event. Operators ususally start with an inaccurate and incomplete diagnosis

graph and G-RCA allows them to gradually acquire new knowledge or learn unexpected

network behaviors to improve the diagnosis graph.

Overall, there are two types of scenarios in which G-RCA is frequently applied:

(i) troubleshooting individual on-going service quality issues: These issues may cur-

rently be impacting customers, in which case service operators are under great pressure

to quickly go through a large number of alarms, logs, and measurement data and identify

the root cause.

(ii) investigation past behaviors in order to improve future service quality: Besides

critical outages and major degradations, there are many cases of non-critical undesirable

service quality. Some are very short in duration, such as a low throughput issue that

clears itself before a human operator can get to it. These “small” service impairments

can add up becoming a chronic issue, causing customer dissatisfaction. It is critical for

operators to keep track of a potentially overwhelming number of “small” service qual-

ity issues and analyze their root causes so operators can prioritize efforts to improve the

overall service quality. For example, if link congestion is determined as the primary root

cause for low throughtput in a CDN service, capacity should be added to the correspond-

ing network path. Or if long round-trip time is found to be largely due to intra-domain

routing re-convergence, perhaps priority should be put on deploying technologies such

as MPLS fast reroute.
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4.2.1.1 Data Collection and Management

Understanding service quality issues often requires an integrated view of different parts

of the network. As mentioned earlier, G-RCA relies on a wide range of proactively

collected information containing alarms, logs and performance measurement data from

various network management systems. As simple as it sounds, there are tremendous in-

strumentation challenges for data management. Moreover, these data come from many

devices and network management systems provided by different vendors, all reporting

different statistics, from different time zones, and at varying intervals. The same device

may be referenced in different ways by different systems or at different network layers

(by a circuit identifier, an IP address, or an interface name). The timestamps can be a

mixture of local-time (depending on the time-zone of the device), network-time as de-

fined by the service provider, and GMT. To facilitate trouble-shooting service quality

issues, one has to look across data sources efficiently. Hence, in G-RCA, the first op-

timization is on data integration – G-RCA’s Data Collector pulls all the data together,

normalizes them so that they can be readily correlated, and stores them in database tables

in real-time. The normalization across naming conventions, time zones and identifiers

takes place as data is ingested into the Data Collector. This hides the data processing

complexity from the remaining G-RCA components and eliminates the need for the op-

erators to be painfully aware of the original data source details when correlating data.

The data sources in our implementation of G-RCA include layer-1 alarms, router logs,

SNMP MIBs and traps, routing data, router command logs and router configurations.

Currently the Data Collector is collecting around 600 data sources in total and the daily

data volume is about 7 TB. Using two data sources (syslog and SNMP) as examples,

the daily numbers of new records for them are tens of millions and hundreds of millions

respectively.

Expectedly, raw data are typically difficult to work with. In G-RCA, we introduce
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Table 4.5: Common Event Definitions for the Service Provider’s Network

Event Name Event Description Location Type Data Source
Router reboot router was rebooted router syslog

CPU high (average) ≥ 80% average utilization in 5-minute intervals router SNMP
CPU high (spike) ≥ 90% average utilization over the past 5 seconds router syslog
Interface down LINK-3-UPDOWN msg interface syslog

Interface up LINK-3-UPDOWN msg interface syslog
Interface flap LINK-3-UPDOWN msg interface syslog

Line protocol down LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN msg interface syslog
Line protocol up LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN msg interface syslog

Line protocol flap LINEPROTO-5-UPDOWN msg interface syslog
Regular optical mesh network restoration regular restoration events in layer-1 optical mesh network layer-1 device layer-1 device log

Fast optical mesh network restoration fast restoration events in layer-1 optical mesh network layer-1 device layer-1 device log
SONET restoration restoration events in the layer-1 SONET network layer-1 device layer-1 device log

Link congestion alarm ≥ 80% link utilization in 5-minute intervals interface SNMP
Link loss alarm ≥ 100 corrupted packets in 5-minute intervals interface SNMP

OSPF re-convergence event link weight update in OSPF interface OSPF monitor
Router Cost In/Out Router cost in/out inferred from link weight changes router OSPF monitor

Link Cost Out/Down Link cost out or link down inferred from link weight changes interface OSPF monitor
Link Cost In/Up Link cost in or link up inferred from link weight changes interface OSPF monitor

Command to Cost In Links Command typed by operators to cost in links interface TACACS
Command to Cost Out Links Command typed by operators to cost out links interface TACACS

BGP egress change BGP next hop to some external prefix changed ingress:destination BGP monitor
In-network delay increase delay increase between two PoPs ingress:egress performance monitor
In-network loss increase loss increase between two PoPs ingress:egress performance monitor

In-network throughput drop throughput drop between two PoPs ingress:egress performance monitor

the notion of event – an event is a signature that captures a particular type of network

condition. We associate a location type with each event as it provides a key piece of

information required for modeling service dependency (in 4.2.1.2). Figure 4.23 shows

the location types that can be associated with a single event. A type of event can be

extracted from raw input data through a parsing script, a database query, or some more

sophisticated processing such as Argus. Specifically, an event definition in G-RCA is a

tuple consisting of (event-name, location type, retrieval process, additional descriptive

information), in which the retrieval process points to the actual scripts/queries needed

to obtain the matching event instances.

Each event instance consists of an (event-name, event start-time, event end-time,

event location, additional info). For example, the event definition (link-congestion, in-

terface,

myscript) indicates that the G-RCA Engine will use myscript to query SNMP traf-

fic counter data to identify links that are nearly 100% utilized, and output event in-
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Figure 4.23: Spatial Model: Location Types and Mapping

stances with location type interface. A corresponding event instance example is (link-

congestion, 2010-01-01 12:30:00, 2010-01-01 12:35:00, newyork-router1:serial-interface0).

In order for service operators to quickly analyze new service problems, G-RCA

defines and implements a wide range of commonly used event signatures. These are

included in the RCA Knowledge Library. For example, various services running on the

same network may all be interested in identifying link congestion events. Furthermore,

there can be multiple signatures defined for the same network conditions. For example,

in G-RCA Knowledge Library, a link congestion event is defined as either a near 100%

link utilization in the SNMP traffic counter or a high number of overflow packets in

the SNMP interface MIB. The number of overflow packets is a more reliable metric to

reflect packet loss as the impact of link utilization on packet loss depends the network

type. In the service provider’s network, as traffic is highly aggregated, there is rarely

any packet loss (overflow) even for links with 5-minute average utilizations around 90%
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level. However, it can be expected that in the access network where traffic is more bursty,

packet loss can occur with significant lower link utilization measure, hence impacting

TCP performance. Service operators can pick the event definitions that are best suited

for the service quality issues under investigation.

Table 4.2.1.1 lists some common events in G-RCA for the service provider’s net-

work. Note that any event defined in the Knowledge Library can be redefined by an

application. For example, the event “link congestion alarm” in CDN low-throughput-

analysis can be easily redefined as “≥ 90% link utilization in the SNMP traffic counter”

when needed. At the time of writing this dissertation, there are more than 200 common

events that are defined in the G-RCA Knowledge Library.

4.2.1.2 Service Dependency Model

The key to identifying root causes of service quality issues is to understand the service

dependency relationship between a user-view service problem and the underlying net-

work devices and protocols supporting the service. G-RCA uses the model in Figure

4.23 to capture such dependencies. Though it appears simple, this model actually in-

corporates topological information (e.g., physical link connecting two different routers),

cross-layer dependency (e.g., layer-1 devices supporting layer-3 links), logical and phys-

ical device association (which requires router configuration), and dynamic routing (e.g.,

BGP and OSPF routing in determining the path between source and destination).

The service dependency abstraction is the most powerful component of G-RCA. By

specifying the type of service problem (e.g, Ingress:Destination 3), G-RCA can automat-

ically expand the service dependency to include all network elements that are associated

with the service. However, realizing this model in practice is quite challenging. One

3In the paper, the notation ”A:B” denotes all locations between points A and B.
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crucial aspect to the dependency model is that the relationship is time varying – egress

points to a destination network can change upon BGP updates; network paths can change

as operators modify link weights; logical to physical mappings can change with config-

uration changes; even physical connectivity can change over time. Associating the right

network elements with a service event at a given time in history requires reconstructing

the “network condition” at the time. G-RCA tackles this by implementing a range of

sophisticated conversion utilities as follows:

(1) A source and destination pair where both are outside the service provider’s net-

work is first mapped to “Source:Ingress router” and “Ingress router:Destination”. This

mapping is typically done by looking at the traffic sampling data (e.g.: NetFlow) to

figure the ingress router and sometimes needs external mapping information. For ex-

ample, if the traffic enters the service provider’s network from a data center that is also

under the service provider’s control, the mapping can be easily obtained by looking at

the configuration (e.g. the list of ingress routers that connect to the data center). Then

in order to map from “Ingress router:Destination” to “Ingress router:Egress router” and

“Egress router:Destination”, G-RCA looks up historical data of BGP tables to find out

the longest prefix match and the network egress point for the destination. Note that BGP

routing changes are typically not available at all ingress routers and only those changes

at the BGP route-reflectors are available. In such cases, approximation is needed. The

reflectors which feed the ingress router with BGP updates are extracted from the daily

archive of router configurations; the BGP decision process at the ingress router is emu-

lated based on the BGP route changes from its reflectors as well as the OSPF distance

to available egress routers, and one best egress router is picked based on BGP best path

selection.

(2) Both “Source:Ingress” and “Egress:Destination” can be mapped to a pair of ac-

cess router and neighbor’s IP according to router configuration. The mapping from
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“Router: NeighborIP” to “Interface” can also be acquired by looking at the router con-

figuration. This is particularly useful for diagnosing some protocol (e.g. BGP) events

with a neighbor IP that typically belongs to a router outside the service provider’s net-

work.

(3) Given the ingress router to egress router pair, the logical link or router level path

between them can be computed via an OSPF [42] routing simulation based on network-

wide link weights from route-monitoring tools such as OSPFMon [53] (which listens

to the flooded messages in OSPF). In the case of ECMP (Equal Cost Multipath), all

network elements along all paths will be considered.

(4) A point-to-point logical link can be associated with its attached routers by match-

ing the IP addresses of the logical interface to a /30 network.

(5) A logical link may be mapped to more than one physical link for redundancy

and capacity purposes by using techniques such as SONET APS (Automatic Protection

Switching)[12] and Multilink PPP bundle [10]. This mapping can be obtained from the

router configuration.

(6) G-RCA parses daily router configuration snapshots to infer that a router consists

of a set of line-cards, which comprises multiple interfaces.

(7) An external database that keeps track of layer 1 inventory provides G-RCA with

the mapping from physical links to all the layer-1 devices in between.

These conversion utilities are specific to the service provider’s network that we work

with. However, we believe similar capability can be established when applying G-RCA

to other networks.

4.2.1.3 Spatial-temporal Correlation

The most commonly asked question when service operators perform root cause analysis

tasks is what happened in the network at the time that can be related to the service

problem? Breaking this question into more rigid and programable logic, G-RCA defines
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Figure 4.24: Three Different Expanding Options

a temporal and spatial join rule as follows.

The simple concept “at the same time” can be quite entangled with each applica-

tion. First, there are typically various delay timers or expiration timers in each network

protocol. Cause and effect rarely follows one another instantly. Secondly, there is al-

ways inaccuracy and uncertainty in the timing of network measurements. For example,

a router CPU measurement in a five-minute interval (via SNMP) may indicate a CPU

overload condition within that interval, but not any more precisely. G-RCA captures the

above by defining a time-window to allow symptom event and diagnostic event to be

joined (or “at the same time”).

Specifically, each temporal joining rule consists of six parameters: the left expansion

margin X, right margin Y and an expanding option (Start/End, Start/Start, or End/End)

for each of the symptom event and diagnostic event. The margin values can be positive

or negative in seconds, indicating forward-shift or backward-shift in time. The expand-

ing option (Figure 4.24) specifies how the time window of an event is expanded. G-RCA

determines a joint event pair when their expanded time windows overlap. Note typically

operators decide the parameters based on their domain knowledge.

For example, consider a diagnosis event “Interface flap” (Start/End, X=5, Y=5) to
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be correlated with a symptom event “eBGP flap” (Start/Start, X=180, Y=5). Here 180

is used to model the cause-effect delay between “eBGP flap” and “Interface flap”. 180-

seconds is the default setting for the eBGP hold timer. In other words, “eBGP flap”

is likely to occur 180s after an “Interface flap” event takes place. 5-seconds is used to

model the inaccurate time-stamps in syslog messages. For an “eBGP flap” starting at

time 1000 and ending at time 2000, its expanded time interval is [820, 1005]. For an

“Interface flap” starting at time 900 and ending at time 901, its expanded time interval

is [895, 906]. The two event instances are considered temporally joined since the two

time intervals overlap.

For a diagnostic event to be correlated with a symptom event spatially, G-RCA de-

fines the spatial joining rule that consists of three parts: 1) symptom event location type,

2) diagnostic event location type, and 3) joining level. The first two follow directly from

the event definitions and must be one of the location types specified in Figure 4.23. The

joining level is used to link symptom event locations with diagnostic event locations.

G-RCA automatically converts the locations of symptom and diagnostic events into the

same “join level” location so that they can be directly compare. For example, the symp-

tom is an end-to-end packet loss event that has a location type as “Source: Destination”.

The diagnostic event is a CPU overload event that has a location type as “Router”. The

joining level can be “Backbone Router-level Path”, which means only CPU overload

event on the router along the backbone path (not all the routers on the backbone) will

be joining with this end-to-end packet loss event. As another example, consider the

symptom event of “packet loss on the uplink of an access router” 4 with location type

“Interface”. Consider the diagnostic event of “packet loss on an service provider’s ac-

cess router customer-facing interface” also with location type “Interface”. If joining

4An uplink is the link that connect an access router to a core network router.
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level is “Router”, two event instances are spatially joined only if they take place on the

same router. The Generic RCA Engine evaluates the built-in spatial model that ensures

the symptom and diagnostic events are related according to the spatial joining rule spec-

ified. With this capability, when building a new application from G-RCA, operators are

alleviated from the details of routing information, network topologies, router configura-

tions, and cross layer dependency.

The above defines the temporal and spatial relationship between a pair of symptom

and diagnostic events. For any RCA application, typically many diagnostic signatures

are investigated as potential root causes. We model this using a diagnosis graph —

an example of diagnosis graph is shown in Figure 4.27. We refer to each edge in the

diagnosis graph (the pair of symptom and diagnosis events and their temporal and spa-

tial joining rules) as “diagnosis rule”. Given a diagnosis graph (for a specific SQM

application), G-RCA evaluates the time and location conditions and collected data ac-

cording to the data retrieval process in the event definition to determine the presence or

the absence of diagnostic signature events.

Similar to the event definition library for frequently used event signatures, G-RCA

also includes a library of diagnosis rules. Table 4.2.1.3 lists some of the commonly ref-

erenced rules in the service provider’s network and some others in the case studies in the

rest of this section. These are maintained in G-RCA Knowledge Library in Figure 4.22.

Some statistical correlation tests such as [41] can help operators find more diagnosis

rules automatically. Note even with these statistical correlation tests, domain knowl-

edge is still indispensable to check if the identified rules are actually meaningful and to

decide the right parameters for the rules . At the time of writing this dissertation, there

are more than 300 common diagnosis rules that are defined in the G-RCA Knowledge

Library.
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Table 4.6: Common Diagnosis Rules for the Service Provider’s Network
Symptom Event Diagnostic Event

Line protocol down/up/flap Interface down/up/flap
Interface down/up/flap SONET restoration

Line protocol down/up/flap SONET restoration
Interface down/up/flap Regular optical mesh network restoration

Line protocol down/up/flap Regular optical mesh network restoration
Interface down/up/flap Fast optical mesh network restoration

Line protocol down/up/flap Fast optical mesh network restoration
BGP egress change Interface down/up/flap
BGP egress change Line protocol down/up/flap

Edge-to-edge delay increase BGP egress change
Edge-to-edge loss increase BGP egress change

Edge-to-edge throughput drop BGP egress change
Edge-to-edge delay increase Link congestion alarm
Edge-to-edge loss increase Link congestion alarm

Edge-to-edge throughput drop Link congestion alarm
Edge-to-edge delay increase OSPF re-convergence event
Edge-to-edge loss increase OSPF re-convergence event

Edge-to-edge throughput drop OSPF re-convergence event
Link loss alarm Link congestion alarm
Link loss alarm Line protocol down/up/flap

OSPF re-convergence event Line protocol down/up/flap
OSPF re-convergence event Interface down/up/flap
OSPF re-convergence event Commands to Cost In/Out Links

Link Cost Out/Down Line protocol down
Link Cost Out/Down Interface down
Link Cost Out/Down Command to Cost Out Links

Link Cost In/Up Line protocol up
Link Cost In/Up Interface up
Link Cost In/Up Command to Cost In Links

Link congestion alarm OSPF re-convergence event
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4.2.1.4 Reasoning Logic

Once data are collected regarding the presence or absence of diagnostic signature events,

the next step is to determine the root cause of the symptom events based on this “evi-

dence”. This reasoning logic can be implemented in many ways. In particular, G-RCA

includes two reasoning engines: rule-based decision-tree-like reasoning and Bayesian

inference.

• Rule-based Reasoning Module:

In our rule-based reasoning module, we allow operators to associate a priority

value for each edge in the diagnosis graph (such as in Figure 4.27). The higher

the priority value, the stronger support that the operator believes the diagnostic

event to be the real root cause. After temporal spatial correlation, each symptom

event instance is at the root of diagnosis graph and diagnostic event instances are

located at other nodes of diagnosis graph. The rule-based reasoning engine starts

from the root, searches through each node (if there is a diagnostic event instance)

and identify the leaf node with the maximum priority as the root cause. In the case

of a tie between different leaf nodes, all of them are output as joint root causes.

Regarding the priorities of root causes, G-RCA relies on the domain knowledge

from operators. In general, the priority assignment for the root causes on the

same branch is trivial, operators just need to make sure the deeper root cause has

a higher priority. For example, event Interface flap and event line protocol flap

can both the root cause of symptom event BGP flap. Because line protocol flap

is typically caused by Interface flap, the priority for Interface flap is higher. It is

more tricky to assign priorities for the unrelated root causes on different branches.

For example, the priorities for ”Router reboot”, CPU overload and Interface flap

are purely determined by operators according to their knowledge about which one

is more likely to the real root cause of BGP flap. If operators aren’t sure about
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which root cause is more likely, they simply use the same priority for all of them.

G-RCA’s Result Browser allows them to exam all potential root causes ordered

by the priority.

• Bayesian Inference:

An alternative to the classic priority and rule-based reasoning is the Bayesian in-

ference technique, which has proven successful in many networking applications

[22, 62, 23, 36, 14]. While it is considerably more complex in parameter setting (a

drawback based on operators feedback), including Bayesian inference in G-RCA

provides several key advantages. For example, it naturally models unobservable

root cause conditions (i.e., those that do not have strong observable evidence or

signatures) and captures the uncertainty of diagnostic evidence. Using Bayesian

inference also allows multiple symptom events to be examined together and de-

duces a common root cause (or causes) for them – this typically achieves better

accuracy than when each individual symptom event is diagnosed separately.

We model the root cause analysis problem using a Naive Bayesian Classifier [11],

in which the potential root causes are the classes, and the presence or absence of

the diagnostic evidence as well as the symptom events themselves are the features.

The likelihood for a particular root cause r given the features observed (e1, ..., en)

is

p(r|e1, ..., en) =
p(r)p(e1, ..., en|r)∑
r∈R p(r)p(e1, ..., en|r)

(4.1)

where R is the set of potential root causes. Determining the root cause is to

identify the one producing the following maximum likelihood ratio:

arg max
r∈R

p(r|e1, ..., en)

p(r̄|e1, ..., en)
= arg max

r∈R

p(r)

p(r̄)
× p(e1, ..., en|r)
p(e1, ..., en|r̄)

, (4.2)

in which r̄ denotes when the root cause is not r.
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Suppose operators want to assess the likelihood ratio for a BGP session flap due

to an overloaded router CPU. In this case, p(r) is the a priori probability of an

overloaded router CPU inducing BGP session timeout. And p(e1, ..., en|r) is the

probability of the presence of evidence (such as SNMP 5-minute average CPU

measurement being high, or a BGP hold-timer expiry notification observed in

router syslog) under such a scenario; it is divided by p(e1, ..., en|r̄), which is the

chance for the same evidence to appear when the BGP flap is due to other root

causes. Hence, the first term in Eq.(4.2) quantifies how likely is the root cause

without any additional information, and the second term quantifies how much

confidence you gain or lose from observing or not observing the set of evidence.

When the features are conditionally independent, the second term can be decou-

pled to Πi
p(ei|r)
p(ei|r̄)

, in which each term quantifies the support of root cause r given

evidence ei.

The parameters (ratios: p(r)
p(r̄)

and p(ei|r)
p(ei|r̄)

) can be difficult to configure. These can be

trained from classified historical data, which we can bootstrap using the rule based

reasoning from the previous subsection. Alternatively, we also define a fuzzy type

of discrete values. Operators can simply specify the ratios as “Low”, “Medium”

and “High”, which corresponds to values 2, 100, and 20000, respectively. Note

that the unscaled values are likely to be fractional numbers less than one as the root

causes are rare events. But from the operational point of view, it is undesirable

to use fractional numbers. According to Eq.(4.2), multiplying a constant scaling

factor doesn’t change the final results. Thus, instead we use integers like 2, 100,

and 20000. Coarse as they are, the classification results using these are quite

reasonable, in that the performance of the Naive Bayesian classifier is often not

sensitive to the probability parameters [50].

• Comparison:
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Interestingly, in our operational practice, we have found that rule-based reasoning

logic is often preferred over its more sophisticated counterpart – this is because

(1) it is easier to configure, (2) it gives simple and direct association between the

diagnosed root cause and the evidence(s) for result interpretation, and (3) it is

found to be very effective in most applications that we have explored. However,

there are a few cases where Bayesian inference is prefered – for example when the

root cause condition is unobservable (e.g., no direct evidence can be collected).

4.2.1.5 Domain Knowledge Building

One of the important challenges in root cause analysis is that operators’ domain knowl-

edge and operational experience can be unreliable or incomplete. This implies that the

specification of a diagnosis graph for a new service offered by an operator, especially

the initial version, can be inaccurate and incomplete.

G-RCA assures the accuracy of diagnosis graph by using Correlation Tester (see

Figure 4.22) to check each edge/rule in the graph. Specific, for each diagnosis rule,

we run Correlation Tester to test the statistical correlation between symptom event and

diagnostic event. Regarding Correlation Tester, G-RCA implements the statistical cor-

relation algorithm proposed in NICE [41]. In comparison to other canonical statistical

tests, NICE handles the event autocorrelation structure very well, which is commonly

observed in networking event series. The diagnosis rule is only considered to be ac-

curate when it passes the test. The idea is that the number of coincidental correlation

should be bounded when examining the instances of symptom and diagnostic events in

bulk. Thus, when the diagnosis rule is inaccurate it fails the test due to lack of statistical

correlation between symptom event and diagnostic event. We also periodically re-test

each diagnosis rule in the diagnosis graph to keep the diagnosis rules up to date.

G-RCA addresses this concern regarding incomplete diagnosis graph through itera-

tively using the Correlation Tester and Result Browser (see Figure 4.22). G-RCA first
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allows operators to filter out the symptom events with known root causes with the root

cause classification capability provided in Result Browser Secondly, operators are able

to focus on the rest of symptom events by comparing with other suspected diagnostic

events (regardless if they are not currently defined in the diagnosis graph) that occur at

about the same time and that are spatially related to the service problem under investi-

gation. On one hand, the second step can be done via manual drill-down and data explo-

ration capability in Result Browser. The manual-discovered diagnosis rules need to be

tested by CorrelationTest before incorporating into diagnosis graph. On the other hand,

operators can also choose to run the Correlation Tester blindly between the symptom

events without known root causes and each type of suspected diagnostic events. Note

that a relation between the symptom events and one type of suspected diagnostic events

might be buried in the noise if we don’t take out the the symptom event with known

root causes. As G-RCA emphasizes usability, the newly uncovered diagnosis rules need

to be verified by operators before incorporating into diagnosis graph. For example, a

large number of BGP flaps between customer routers and provider edge routers where

found to be due to link flaps between the customer and provider edge routers, which

typically are caused by customer activities. These BGP flaps could be easily filtered

out by Result Browser and operators can concentrate on the rest of BGP flaps without

know root causes. This has proven tremendously useful from operational experience.

Operators can often spot the signature of overlooked root causes and add them to the

diagnosis graph. Similarly, instead of focusing the symptom events with unknown root

cause, one can concentrate on the symptom events with a particular type of root cause

to dig out deeper root causes. For example, by only looking at the BGP flaps caused by

”CPU overload”, one may find the deeper root cause that results in ”CPU overload”.

Through iteratively using the Result Browser and Statistical Correlation Tester, oper-

ators can start with inaccurate and incomplete domain knowledge and gradually acquire
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new knowledge or learn unexpected network behaviors exhibited in the network data,

which can then be incorporated into the diagnosis graph.

4.2.2 G-RCA Applications

The key advantage of G-RCA is its capability to be rapidly customized for various ser-

vices built on the service provider’s network. We have customized G-RCA for diagnos-

ing service quality issues in CDN, DNS, cellular service, multicast VPN and customer

BGP service. In this dissertation, we focus on the following three case studies – 1) end-

to-end round trip time degradations detected by Argus in a CDN service, 2)customer

BGP flaps, and 3) PIM (Protocol-Independent Multicast) flaps in multicast VPN service

– to demonstrate the effectiveness of G-RCA.

4.2.2.1 Root Cause Analysis for CDN Service Quality Issues Detected by Argus

• Overview of Service Anomaly Events Detected by Argus:

We focus on the service quality issues in round trip time (RTT) detected by “Ar-

gus” from 20th July 2010 to 20th August 2010. Note that these service anomaly

events were detected by running “Argus” in fixed-length bin mode with bin size

as 3,600 seconds (1 hour) based on the RTT measurements passively collected at

the North-East CDN node.

During this one-month period, “Argus” detected 2,909 anomaly events across all

user-groups in the hierarchy (Figure 4.13). Table 4.2.2.1 shows the anomaly event

distribution across all user-groups. In general, the lower level user-groups are re-

sponsible for more anomaly events as they are much more than the higher level

user-groups. In addition, for each type of user-group, only a small fraction (bad

user-groups) are responsible for the anomaly events and generally there is no

heavy hitter among the bad user-groups.
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According to Table 4.2.2.1, the CDN nodes are extremely stable across the month,

with no anomalies detected at their user-groups. Anomaly events localized to

“Origin AS”, “City”, “BGP prefix” and “City+BGP prefix” are most likely at-

tributable to events outside the local ISP. In contrast, the anomalous events lo-

calized to “Egress Router”, “Nexthop AS”, “AS path” are more likely to be at-

tributable to events within the local ISP (although they could still have been caused

within other ISPs).

Table 4.7: Anomaly events breakdown by User-group Type
User-group Type

# Total
User-groups # Events

# Bad User-
groups

CDN Node 1 0 0
Egress Router 185 66 36
Nexthop AS 125 54 25
Origin AS 820 172 97
AS path 1055 213 119

City 1758 593 289
BGP prefix 4646 600 425

City+BGP prefix 8784 1211 851

We now we focus on the time durations of the 2,909 anomaly events. Our results

clearly show that the majority of the anomalies are very short in duration, whilst

long-lasting events are rare. Specifically, the events with duration 3,600 seconds

are the most common and represent 90% of all anomaly events. In addition, this

statement holds true for every user-group type in the hierarchy (due to space lim-

itations, we don’t discuss the details of per user-group type distribution here).

• Customize G-RCA to Diagnose Service Anomaly Events:

To troubleshoot a sudden RTT degradation in the CDN detected by Argus, oper-

ators must determine whether it is caused by network or service element faults,

routing changes, congestion, or significant packet error and loss conditions that

can impact the delivery of the web objects from the CDN server to the web client.
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Furthermore these conditions could be in the service layer (e.g., servers which

host the content), somewhere in depths of the service provider’s network, or even

in the wilds of the Internet. With thousands of routers and servers within the

service provider’s responsibility, and lack of data regarding events outside the ser-

vice provider’s network, investigating such end-to-end service quality issues is

challenging, to say the least.

The primary challenge is to identify the network and service elements involved in

servicing the requests at the precise time of the service performance degradation.

This is challenging to achieve during a real-time event and practically impossible

to manually identify for historical events. However, G-RCA’s spatial model and

proactive data collection enables such determination, and is the key to providing

the ability to automatically troubleshoot these service issues.

To customize G-RCA for diagnosing these service anomaly events , we defined

the application specific events (Table 4.2.2.2) and diagnosis rules (dashed lines in

Figure 4.25). Note that the majority of the events and rules could again be drawn

from the RCA Knowledge Library. The most important application-specific event

is the “CDN end-to-end RTT degradation” detected by Argus. This event indicates

an increase in round trip time between users and CDN servers and is the input to

the G-RCA. Each “CDN end-to-end RTT degradation” event is associated with

a start time, a end time and a location defined on “source:destination” as shown

in Figure 4.23. Specifically, “source” is defined by a random server in the CDN

node and “destination” is defined by a random user in the user-group.

After defining the application specific events, we then need to add a few service

specific diagnosis rules, which are not already included in the RCA Knowledge

Library (Table 4.2.1.3). As shown in Figure 4.25, a few service specific diagnosis

rules and some other rules from the RCA Knowledge Library together form a full
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Figure 4.25: Diagnosis Graph for CDN RTT Degradation Root Cause Analysis

diagnosis graph for root cause analysis of service anomaly events in the CDN.

Note that in Figure 4.25, service specific events are shown in gray boxes and

service specific rules are shown with dashed lines. Priorities (numbers on the

edges) for different diagnosis rules are also defined in Figure 4.25.

• Results:

Table 4.2.2.1 shows the root cause breakdown generated by the Result Browser in

G-RCA. At a high level, only 25.17% of the RTT degradations are identified as

caused by either events that happened within our network (e.g., interface flap, link

congestion and CDN assignment policy change) or from events that are visible

in our network (such as BGP routing changes announced by other ISPs). For the

rest (majority) of them, we did not find any evidence from inside our network,

which suggests that those RTT degradations may be caused by other ISPs on the
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end-to-end path.

Table 4.8: Root Cause Breakdown of End-to-end RTT Degradations
Root Cause Percentage (%)

CDN assignment policy change 3.83
Egress Change due to Inter-domain routing change 5.71

Link Congestions 3.50
Link Loss 3.32

Interface flap 4.65
OSPF re-convergence 4.16

Outside of our network 74.83

According to the CDN service operations team, G-RCA is quite useful in finding

the root causes and is much more rapid than could be achieved by Operations per-

sonnel. As an example event, G-RCA successfully determined that a given RTT

degradation was caused by the failure of the peering link between our network

and the neighboring networks. This failure resulted in a routing change which

in turn resulted in traffic experiencing larger delays and degraded TCP perfor-

mance. Although network operations team was already aware of the peering link

failure and working on it, the CDN service operations team could in parallel re-

pair service even before the network was repaired by updating the DNS tables

to route impacted users to “closer” CDN nodes as measured by the new network

routing. Thus, the two teams could work in parallel - with CDN performance be-

ing repaired even whilst the network issue was still being resolved. Having rapid

root cause analysis through G-RCA thus enables faster intervention on customer-

impacting issues and fast service improvement. The average diagnosis time per

symptom event is less than 3 minutes. Most of the delay is incurred computing

inter-domain (BGP) routes and intra-domain (OSPF) routes.
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4.2.2.2 Root Cause Analysis for Customer BGP Flaps

• Overview of eBGP Flaps:

In the second case study, we focus on customizing G-RCA to understand the root

causes of eBGP [2] session flaps between customer routers (CR) and provider

edge routers (PER).

Customer networks exchange routes with the service provider’s network through

the eBGP session - the routes learned from the service provider’s network inform

the customer network how to route to locations across the Internet and other sites

of the same customer; routes shared from the customer network ensure that other

sites can reach the sites. If a session flaps, all routes are withdrawn and traffic

is disrupted. Although relatively short (on the order of a minute), these flaps

can disrupt applications. For example, VoIP sessions may be lost and financial

transactions may be interrupted. We therefore aim to minimize the number of

eBGP session flaps, taking actions to drive avoidable flaps permanently out of

the service. The first step to achieving this is to understand the root cause of the

flaps - a particularly challenging problem across a trust domain (between customer

and provider networks). We achieve this using G-RCA by constructing service

specific events and rules.

• Customize G-RCA to Diagnose eBGP Flaps:

We start by constructing our BGP flap-specific events - those events which are not

already included in the common event definitions in the RCA Knowledge Library

(Table 4.2.1.1). These new service specific events are illustrated in Table 4.2.2.2.

Note that there are only 3 of them, in contrast with 7 other events which we reuse

from the Knowledge Library.

After defining the service specific events, we need to add a few service specific
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Figure 4.26: Physical connectivity between CR and PER

Table 4.9: Service Specific Events for BGP Flaps Root Cause Analysis
Event Name Event Description Data Source
eBGP flap eBGP session goes down and comes up, BGP-5-ADJCHANGE msg. syslog

Customer reset session eBGP session is reset by the customer, BGP-5-NOTIFICATION msg. syslog
eBGP HTE eBGP hold timer expired, BGP-5-NOTIFICATION msg. syslog

Table 4.10: Service Specific Events for Root Cause Analysis of RTT Degradations in
CDN

Event Name Event Description Data Source
CDN RTT degradation end-to-end RTT increase between CDN servers and user-groups detected by Argus Argus

CDN server issue CDN server load is high server logs

Table 4.11: Service Specific Events for Root Cause Analysis of PIM Adjacency Change
in Multi-cast VPN

Event Name Event Description Data Source
PIM Neighbor Adjacency Change a PE lost a neighbor adjacency with another PE in the MVPN. syslog

PIM Configuration change a MVPN is either provisioned or de-provisioned on a router. router command logs
Uplink PIM adjacency change a PE lost a neighbor adjacency with its directly connected router on its uplink to the backbone. syslog

diagnosis rules. The complete diagnosis graph is depicted in Figure 4.27. This

combines events and rules taken from the RCA Knowledge Library (Table 4.2.1.3)

with BGP service specific events (shown as gray boxes) and service specific rules

(dashed lines). Let us now examine the diagnosis graph (Figure 4.27) from bottom
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Figure 4.27: Diagnosis Graph for BGP Flaps Root Cause Analysis

to top. Layer-1 events such as fast restoration in optical mesh network and SONET

restoration may cause interface flaps on PERs. Further, interface flaps may induce

BGP hold timer expirations, line protocol flaps or even eBGP flaps. If BGP fast

external fallover [3] is enabled, an interface flap can directly trigger an eBGP flap

without requiring the BGP hold timer to expire. All the CPU utilization related

events such as “CPU high (average)” and “CPU high (spike)” can only cause

eBGP flaps through BGP hold timer expiration. On the top of this figure, we can

see the events “router reboot” and “customer reset session” could also cause eBGP

flaps.

Finally, we specify priorities for different diagnosis rules for BGP flaps RCA, as

depicted via the numbers on the edges in Figure 4.27. The highest priority is

used to determine the most likely root cause among multiple root causes by the

G-RCA Engine. For example, if a BGP flap joins with both a high CPU event and
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a layer-1 flap, the layer-1 flap is identified as the root cause of this BGP flap as it

is associated with a higher priority (180) edge.

• Results

In order to demonstrate how effectively G-RCA can identify the root causes of

BGP flaps, we ran the BGP flap RCA tool configured above for more than 600

provider edge routers in different locations, each of which has several hundred

eBGP sessions established with customer routers. Table 4.2.2.2 shows the root

cause breakdown generated by the Result Browser in G-RCA for all the BGP

flaps on these provider edge routers during a month.

Table 4.12: Root Cause Breakdown of BGP Flaps
Root Cause Percentage (%)

Router reboot 0.33
Customer reset session 1.84

CPU high (average) 0.02
CPU high (spike) 6.44

Interface flap 63.94
Line protocol flap 11.15

eBGP HTE (due to unknown reasons) 4.86
Regular optical mesh network restoration 0.04

Fast optical mesh network restoration 0.14
SONET restoration 0.29

Unknown 10.95

One of the most critical insights revealed by applying our BGP flap RCA ap-

plication to the operational network is in the BGP flaps induced by fast optical

mesh network restoration. The service provider’s routers are configured so that

these fast optical mesh network restoration by design should not cause BGP flaps.

Yet Table 4.2.2.2 clearly indicates that they are. When considered in comparison

with all BGP flaps, they are a relatively small percentage of events. However,

further analysis revealed that for customers who tightly manage their networks,
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these layer-1 induced BGP flaps were a far greater percentage of all their BGP

flaps, and were causing concerns. As this behavior was inconsistent with design,

it represented an opportunity for improving service.

After detailed lab replication and close collaboration with the router vendor, it was

revealed that the routers were reacting to fast optical mesh network restoration

when they should not – a bug in the router software. The router vendor rapidly

repaired the code, which was then deployed across the service provider’s network

as a software upgrade. Although the new software was extensively tested in the

lab before being rolled out, the operational network is far more complex than can

be replicated in a lab environment, and it was thus necessary to validate that the

software repair did indeed have the desired effect in the operational network. The

G-RCA application was the means through which this was achieved. The same set

of provider edge routers as used in Table 4.2.2.2 were picked to test the software

fix in the field. Specifically we ran the BGP flap RCA tool again with all BGP

flaps on these routers for a month after the software fix was applied. G-RCA’s

proved that the software repair was successful as no BGP flaps were caused by

fast optical mesh network restoration after the upgrade.

This RCA application is now an integral part of the customer BGP monitoring.

It is used to trend flaps and identify anomalous behavior which requires investi-

gation (e.g., behavioral changes after new software upgrades). It is also used by

operations and customer service representatives to provide automatic analysis of

specific customer BGP flaps, for rapid responses to customer inquiries about such

events. In the BGP RCA application, the average disgnosis time per symptom

event is less than 5 seconds.
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4.2.2.3 Root Cause Analysis of PIM Adjacency Change in Multicast VPN

• Overview of PIM Adjacency Change in Multicast VPN: In the final case study,

we describe the use of G-RCA to identify the root cause of problems in the Mul-

ticast VPN (MVPN) service. For each MVPN customer, all PERs at which the

customer attaches to the provider network maintain PIM (Protocol-Independent

Multicast) Neighbor adjacencies with each other using a Hello protocol. The loss

of PIM neighbor adjacencies, which is reported via syslog, are often a good in-

dicator of service related problems. However, not all such changes are indicative

of an actual problem (e.g., some are due to customer disconnects). Due to the

sheer volume of these messages (thousands per day), manual analysis to deter-

mine the root cause of each event to determine those which are indicative of an

actual problem is infeasible.

• Customize G-RCA to Diagnose PIM Adjacency Changes in Multicast VPN:

A G-RCA application to determine the root cause of PIM neighbor adjacency

changes within the MVPN service was created. The resulting diagnosis graph

is shown in Figure 4.28. The kinds of root cause events that were determined

to have caused PIM neighbor adjacency changes include router configuration

changes, problems on the provider-customer link, routing changes within the ser-

vice provider’s network, and problems on the PER uplinks to the backbone net-

work. Since the application was able to reuse many of the events and rules in

the RCA Knowledge Library, we only needed to add 3 multicast-specific events

(Table 4.2.2.2) and 7 multicast-specific diagnosis rules (dashed lines in Figure

4.28). For example, we reused many events and rules regarding the path changes

between a pair of PERs and the unstablities on the provider-customer link. Actual

development time was no more than 10 hours. Without G-RCA, building a root

cause analysis tool for this problem would have required months of development,
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Figure 4.28: Diagnosis Graph for PIM Adjacency Change Root Cause Analysis

and may not have happened in practice.

• Results

The PIM RCA application has proved to be extremely useful in classifying root

causes of PIM adjacency losses and in guiding operators and engineers to a better

understanding of actual MVPN performance in the network, allowing them to

focus their effort on those issues that require their attention. Running the G-RCA

PIM application on a day’s worth of events required about 1-2 hours. For each

day, the application is currently able to identify the root causes for more than 98%

of PIM neighbor adjacency changes. We expect that with additional attention to

those remaining unclassified events, the G-RCA PIM application will determine

root causes for more than 99% of the events.
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In order to demonstrate how effectively G-RCA can identify the root causes of

PIM adjacency losses in the service provider’s network, we ran the PIM RCA ap-

plication configured above for all the PIM neighbor adjacency changes observed

in 2 weeks on more than 600 provider edge routers. Table 4.2.2.3 shows the root

cause breakdown generated by the Result Browser in G-RCA. We skip the break-

down of some detailed root causes (shown in the dashed rectangle in Figure 4.28)

to ease the discussion by simply using their parent events as the root causes.

Table 4.13: Root Cause Breakdown of PIM Adjacency Losses
Root Cause Percentage (%)

PIM Configuration Change (to add and remove customers) 4.04
Router Cost In/Out 10.34

Link Cost Out/Down 1.50
Link Cost In/Up 0.84

OSPF re-convergence 10.36
Uplink PIM adjacency loss 1.95

interface (customer facing) flap 69.21
Unknown 1.76

One of the primary benefits of the G-RCA PIM application was its ability to iden-

tify events that could be ignored. For example, a large number (69.21%) of PIM

adjacency changes between PERs where found to be due to link flaps between the

customer and provider routers, which typically are caused by customer activities.

These link flaps did not affect multicast service between the PERs, but they did re-

sult in spurious PIM adjacency change syslog messages which could be safely ig-

nored. Along similar lines, another root cause of the PIM adjacency changes was

configuration change (to add and remove customers) on the PE router. By identi-

fying those events that did not require investigation or further action, the G-RCA

PIM application enabled operators to focus on those events that were potentially

performance impacting. As an example, G-RCA found cases (10.36%) in which
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OSPF routing changes in the ISP’s backbone network led to PIM neighbor adja-

cency changes. This violates the protocol designs and was thus unexpected - PIM

adjacency loss should only be induced by outages far longer than typical OSPF

convergence events. Through detailed G-RCA analysis and close collaboration

with the network operator and relevant router vendors, several different causes of

this unexpected protocol interaction have been identified such as various software

bugs in devices. Once G-RCA was able to identify the root causes, appropriate

solutions to the problems have been identified and put in place to permanently

improve customer multicast performance. More importantly, these solutions may

also help other ISPs who may not already be aware of these problems.

In the PIM RCA application, the average diagnosis time per symptom event is

similar to the BGP RCA application, which is typically less than 5 seconds.

4.2.3 Operational Experience on Improving Domain Knowledge

The main challenge in creating G-RCA applications is identifying the diagnosis rules.

Domain knowledge typically provides a solid starting point, but our experience indi-

cated that collating domain knowledge across potentially many domain experts can be

surprisingly challenging. Domain knowledge is often distributed across multiple ex-

perts - no one expert understands the entire domain. These experts often have trouble

thinking of the relevant rules when “put on the spot”, or they are so busy fighting issues

in the network that it is difficult to obtain their attention for long enough to obtain the

information. In other cases, the network operator’s domain knowledge may be wrong

either because the relationships between events are extremely complex and not well un-

derstood, or because the network is not behaving as designed (as in Section 4.2.2.2). We

thus found it extremely critical to provide mechanisms integrated in G-RCA to facilitate

diagnosis rule learning.
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4.2.3.1 Learning Diagnosis Rules via Manual Iterative Analysis

With G-RCA, the individual responsible for creating an RCA application can follow

an iterative process to identify new diagnosis rules. For example, in the PIM case,

domain experts use data exploratory tools [33] to manually inspect unexplained neighbor

adjacency changes and determine root cause(s). Once a new root cause was identified,

it was codified in the RCA application, which was then run to identify all those events

which could be explained by the augmented set of rules and, more importantly, those

which were still unexplained. The domain experts would then further sample remaining

unexplained PIM flaps searching for new signatures which could be incorporated. The

PIM application developer thus continually whittled down the number of unexplained

flaps, by iteratively incorporating new rules and examining those which fell outside the

scope of the new rules. By using G-RCA’s Result Browser which made individual event

analysis easy, the PIM application developer rapidly identified new diagnosis rules for

the application and therefore revealed the anomalous behaviors discussed in Section

4.2.2.3.

4.2.3.2 Learning Diagnosis Rules via Statistical Correlation Test

Although the manual iterative analysis was effective in the PIM application, we used

a more “intelligent” approach to analyzing BGP flaps. We illustrate this here by dis-

cussing our experiences in analyzing BGP flaps which were related to high CPU events.

Table 4.2.2.2 illustrated that a significant portion of BGP flaps occurred at the same

time as CPU overload was observed on the router. A naive assumption may be that these

BGP flaps were in fact induced by high router CPU load. However, further inspection

cast doubt on this assumption.

With the integrated data drilling-through functionality implemented in the Result

Browser of G-RCA, it is easy for operators to explore additional information such as
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syslog messages and workflow logs that appear on the same router or location as the

event being analyzed. Equipped with the powerful GUI, operators revealed via manual

drilling-down that not all BGP flaps with a high CPU signature are actually due to CPU

overload on PERs. In most cases, the high CPU utilization is likely caused by BGP

flaps that are triggered from the customer side. Specifically, large amount of routing

computation on PER in response to the BGP flaps produces high CPU utilization.

With this cyclic causal relationship – “BGP flap causes CPU overload” and “CPU

overload causes BGP session timeout”, evidence based diagnosis systems including our

RCA tool hit their limit. We needed further refined signatures such as searching for

other potential causes of the high CPU events to identify those which were not BGP flap

induced and could thus explain BGP flaps.

Rapid manual inspection of events through G-RCA’s Result Browser worked well

in some situations but our experience demonstrated that it does not work effectively

if looking for relatively rare explanations among a sea of events. Instead, we took a

different approach (Figure 4.29), using G-RCA’s correlation tester module to examine

the statistical correlation between CPU-related BGP flaps and other types of events on

the same PER. Specifically, we created a time series from all CPU-related BGP flaps as

defined by our G-RCA application - those BGP flaps associated with BGP hold timer

expiries, but where there was no evidence of link failures that could explain the flap,

and which joined with one of the high CPU signatures. We then executed a statistical

correlation test [41] between this time series and 831 other time-series created from

workflow logs, and 2533 time series from syslog messages.

We fed three months worth of data into the correlation tester to analyze the CPU-

related BGP flap. Of the 3361 time series, 80 time series exhibited significant statistical

correlation with our CPU-related BGP flaps. A rapid examination of these events by

domain experts revealed that many of them were readily explained and/or incorporated
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Figure 4.29: Interaction between Generic RCA Engine and Correlation Tester

into our existing application rules. For example, these CPU-related BGP events were

strongly correlated with BGP notifications - a generic message logged for any BGP flap.

However, the statistical correlation test did reveal some unexpected correlations. For

example, the result revealed that certain provisioning activities (as derived from work-

flow logs) are strongly correlated with CPU-related BGP flaps. Drilling into individual

cases, we identified a small number of incidents where unrelated provisioning activities

on some routers appear to have caused customer BGP sessions to flap, an unexpected

router software behavior. As a result, 10 such incidents were sent to the router vendor for

further investigation; the vendor has since implemented software changes to eliminate

this issue.

It is worth noting that the pre-filtering of BGP flaps by their root causes as diagnosed

by the Generic RCA Engine made a significant difference here. When we fed all BGP

flaps to the correlation tester module, the correlation with provisioning activity was no

longer statistically significant. By instead focusing on a small subset of the BGP flaps,

the correlation “signal” is amplified, revealing the hidden issue. Thus, the interaction
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between G-RCA engine and the Correlation Tester is crucial to revealing subtle issues.

4.2.3.3 Learning Unobservable Root Causes via Bayesian Inference Engine

Thus far all examples have been based on rule-based reasoning. We now demonstrate

the power of Bayesian inference engine in the G-RCA. In particular, we show how the

inference engine can identify a line-card problem as the root cause, which is not readily

detectable using rule-based reasoning: a line-card problem is an unobservable root cause

as no logs or alarms for line-card issues were incorporated into the RCA tool at the time

of our analysis. The configuration for inference engine is shown in Figure 4.30. Three

virtual root cause events are defined as “CPU High Issue’, “Interface Issue” and “Line-

card Issue”.

We ran both the rule-based reasoning engine and the Bayesian inference engine us-

ing one month of eBGP flaps on a PER that has several hundred eBGP sessions. While

most of the results are consistent with each other, there are 133 eBGP flaps that the rule-

based reasoning engine diagnoses as “Interface flap” induced. However, the Bayesian

inference engine identifies these same flaps as “Line-card Issue” caused. By manually

drilling down into these 133 eBGP flaps (on 125 different eBGP sessions) using G-

RCA’s Result Browser, we find that all of them are associated with the same line-card

and are within three minutes. This is a strong indication for a line-card related problem.

This was later confirmed by network operators, who actually pointed us to a line-card

crash signature that was not incorporated into G-RCA’s Knowledge Library at the time,

and we confirmed that the linecard in question indeed crashed. Since Bayesian inference

easily allows analysis across multiple symptom event instances, the common root cause

of these 133 eBGP flaps was successfully inferred.
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Figure 4.30: Bayesian Inference Configuration for BGP Flaps RCA application
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Chapter 5

Bottom-Up Direction

In the previous chapter, we described the top-down approach that first detects the service

quality degradations based on user-view measurements (e.g.: complains from Twitter,

customer calls and download throughput) and then correlates service quality degrada-

tions with network-view measurements (e.g.: link congestion, router CPU overload or

cell tower failure) to find the root causes. In this chapter, we discuss the opposite bottom-

up direction that first detects network events (e.g.: link congestion, router CPU overload

and cell tower failure) based on network-view measurements and then determines if a

network event has actually caused any service quality issues or not.

There are two main steps in the bottom-up direction:

1. Detecting network events based on network-view measurements (e.g.: link con-

gestion, router CPU overload or cell tower failure)

2. Estimating the user impact (e.g.: who are impacted? by how much? for how

long?) of detected network events based on user-view measurements (e.g.: com-

plains from Twitter, customer calls and download throughput).

As discussed in the previous chapter, Argus and G-RCA are designed and imple-

mented in a generic manner for various services in the top-down direction. In this

chapter, we focus on the 3G mobility service and design a system called TowerScan
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to detect cell tower failures and determine their user impact. Although our work in the

bottom-up direction is not as generic as the top-down direction, TowerScan reveals the

common challenges and complexities in the bottom-up direction. Extending TowerScan

to a generic infrastructure for various services is left for our future work. In the rest

of this chapter, we first give an overview of TowerScan, then describes the design of

TowerScan and finally presents evaluation results and operational experiences.

5.1 TowerScan: Understanding the Impact of Network
Events on Service Quality

5.1.1 Overview

Figure 5.1 shows the overall architecture for 3G mobility networks, which consists of

two parts: UMTS Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and UMTS core network. As our

objective is to quantify the user impact of cell tower outages, we focus on the UTRAN

in this dissertation. The UTRAN mainly consists of the User Equipments (UE), the

NodeBs (or commonly known as the mobility towers), and the Radio Network Con-

trollers (RNC). mobility towers perform wireless link transmission/reception to/from

the UEs via the Uu radio interface, and communicate with the RNC via the backhaul

link called the Iu-B. In the most common configuration, a single mobility tower serves

6 cells, also called sectors. Each RNC typically manages tens to hundreds of cell towers

and serves as a gateway to the UMTS core network.

In order to achieve an end-to-end communication in 3G UMTS network, sophis-

ticated signaling protocols among the UTRAN and the UMTS core network devices

are required. First, a UE acquires a physical radio channel through the RRC (Radio

Resource Control) signaling by exchanging connection establishment request/response

with the RNC. Once the physical radio connectivity is established, a logical Radio Ac-

cess Bearer (RAB) between the UE and the Core Network needs to be established. This
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is achieved through a set of RAB signaling. RAB is designed to provide users with

multimedia services (voice, video and data) with assured QoS. The success rate of RRC

and RAB establishment is often used to quantify the service availability of 3G UMTS

networks.

Once a UE is active (connected to a sector/tower via radio link) on the 3G UMTS

network, the affiliation between the UE and the sectors/towers is managed through main-

taining a so-called active RLS (Radio Link Set) at both the UE and the RNC end. The

RLS contains the identity of the sectors that a UE is simultaneously listening to and

transmitting to. These sectors may belong to different towers, which may be further

controlled by different RNCs. When transmitting data from UEs, all sectors in the RLS

participate in receiving and decoding the data frames, and when transmitting data toward

UEs, a primary sector in the RLS is responsible for sending the data frames. UEs contin-

uously monitor the received signal strength from all “visible” sectors and communicate

with RNC periodically so that RNC is able to optimize the channel allocation for all UEs

in the proximity. The decision of RLS updates (inclusion of new sectors or removal of

existing ones) is signaled back to UEs and coordinated with cell towers for future data

transmission. This signaling and adaptation of RLS provide a natural mechanism in

UTRAN to achieve load-balancing and fault-tolerance to cell/tower outages.

5.1.2 Challenges

With vast numbers of cell towers scattered across often challenging terrain and intercon-

nected with a wide array of complicated devices, cell tower outages are simply a fact

of life. Cell tower outages may be triggered by external conditions, such as weather

events or fiber cuts, by hardware or software failures, or may result from necessary

maintenance activities. However, not all cell tower outages actually have significant

impact on the users that they service. Neighboring towers may well be able to service

users who would normally have been serviced from a failed tower. On the other hand,
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Figure 5.1: 3G UMTS network architecture

depending on signal propagation characteristics and network load, the extra workload

due to the failed tower may be redistributed to the towers in a much larger area, causing

degraded service quality to users that were far away from the failed tower. 1

As tower outages are common and inevitable, and yet their service impact on users

varies to a great extent, it is critical that an operator be able to rapidly and accurately

determine the impact of cell tower outages. The accurate assessment of service impact

will guide many facets of network operations and design, including the prioritization

of activities should there be conflicting issues necessitating attention, guiding customer

care service representatives on how to react to network events (e.g., providing accu-

rate feedback to mobile users about the potential impact of a network issue), reporting

network issues and their estimated user impact to the FCC (Federal Communications

1We use the term “tower outage” here loosely, as we use it to refer to any scenario where a cell tower
is unable to service mobile users. The root cause may not even be within the cell tower – for example,
a failure in the Radio Network Controller (RNC) could result in the failure of a subset or all of the cell
towers that it supports.
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Commission) and guiding network engineering in improving network design. In this

paper, we focus on developing a systematic approach to quantifying the service perfor-

mance impact of tower outages from the user’s point of view.

Quantifying the user impact of tower outages is a complex task, primarily due to

the inherent redundancy in radio coverage. Under normal conditions, each active UE

is typically “connected” to a set of nearby cell towers via multiple radio links for fast

data transmission and service redundancy. The active RLS (Radio Link Set) for each ac-

tive UE is maintained dynamically in response to the physical movement of the mobile

user, or even when the UE remains stationary due to fluctuations in radio channel condi-

tions (e.g., signal strength), or due to load-balancing and optimizations triggered by the

RNCs. This change in the active RLS is achieved automatically through sophisticated

signaling among UEs, cell towers, and RNCs. With such an inherent service redundancy

mechanism built in, the impact of a tower outage may very well be “absorbed” by the

surrounding towers through a rippling series of signaling, with the result being that users

perceive no service impact. On the other hand, it is also possible that users associated

with fully functional towers may suddenly suffer performance degradations resulting

from the sudden migration of service load from a nearby tower that failed. This makes

the impact analysis of a tower failure dependent on its nearby tower locations, antenna

configurations, mobile UE distributions, local landscape features (e.g., hills, buildings),

and a wealth of other potential factors. Detailed modeling of each of these features can

be extremely challenging, if not impossible.

The tower outage scenario becomes even more complicated when multiple tower

outages “collide” in time and space. Towers may fail as a result of issues within the

local tower - thereby being isolated to only that single tower - or because of issues

which may impact a broader region, such as the failure of the RNC to which cell towers

are connected. As many towers are attached to a single RNC, a RNC failure could in fact
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induce the simultaneous failure of potentially large numbers of cell towers, all located

within close geographical proximity to one another. More generally, tower outages are

often likely to be correlated due to shared risks in common network elements or weather

conditions. Individually evaluating the impact of correlated tower outages in isolation

makes little sense as they have compounding impact on each other. It is thus important

to jointly consider temporally and spatially convoluted cell tower outages.

Although operators devote tremendous effort to quantifying the user impact of tower

outages, the state-of-the-art approach is rather rudimentary. Typically, analyses are con-

ducted manually by an operator based on his/her understanding of the nature of the

outage, its root cause and expected impact, and the user or usage estimates. Outages

are also often analyzed on a per incident basis with each outage examined in isolation

and the fault-tolerance mechanisms ignored, simply due to the complexity of perform-

ing such an analysis manually. Consequently, the impact analysis result may be quite

inaccurate, for example when the operator misjudges the failure scenario, or under- or

over-estimates the user population.

5.1.3 Our Approach

In TowerScan, we seek to develop an objective data-driven approach that does not re-

quire operators’ insights into the nature of the tower outages. Our impact analysis ap-

proach should incorporate key factors such as mobile UE density and usage levels, mo-

bility fault-tolerance and load-balancing mechanisms, and correlated tower outages. It

is also imperative that our analysis not require a priori knowledge of the root cause diag-

nosis of the cell tower outage, as such knowledge is often not available until a thorough

investigation can be carried out. An estimate of the service impact of an outage must

typically be known before such a root cause analysis is completed.

There are many ways that a tower outage may impact user-perceived service. An out-

age could cause calls to be dropped or blocked, or may result in degraded data service
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quality (e.g., slower web responses). We thus need to quantify the impact of tower out-

ages using a comprehensive set of critical metrics that capture the users’ service quality.

Such metrics range from accessibility (measuring voice/data connection success rate) to

retainability (measuring dropped voice/data connections, e.g., dropped calls) through to

data performance (measuring service quality such as data download throughput). The

impact analysis must accurately identify the impact of the outage on this range of dif-

ferent metrics, and enable accurate and meaningful comparisons across different tower

outages.

Ideally, we would like to track detailed measurements from all UEs to achieve the

most comprehensive and accurate analysis. However, for a mobility service provider

with tens of millions of UEs, tracking detailed UE level data for determining the service

impact can be prohibitively expensive in measurement overhead, not to mention the

controversial issue of subscriber privacy. Given the unavailability of such fine grained

UE level measurements, we choose to instead base our approach on the aggregated

service monitoring data readily available in the form of performance counters produced

by the cell towers (conforming to the 3GPP standards). These counters are periodically

polled from the towers and the values are stored in a centralized data repository.

In order to determine the impact scope of given tower outages, we develop a method

that borrows techniques from statistics (time series analysis) and computer vision (dif-

fusion and region extraction). Our approach effectively identifies the affected service

region without tracking detailed signaling exchanges. Furthermore, we collate multiple

data sources to generate numerical quantifications of the service impact pertaining to

the affected service region. We applied our method in a 3G UMTS mobility network

operated by a large mobile service provider in North America, and worked through nu-

merous cases studies with the network operators. The operator feedback provided us

with positive confirmation – our method effectively automates the “art” of impact anal-
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ysis on tower outages and our quantification result is consistent with the intention of

service impact analysis and is often more accurate than the manual analyses performed

today. Note our approach can be applied to other mobility networks (e.g., 4G/LTE)

although so far we have only applied it in a 3G UMTS mobility network.

5.1.4 Data Sources

TowerScan uses the following two types of data sources. The device syslogs are the

messages that network devices generate to record the hardware and software conditions

observed by them, such as link and protocol-related state changes (e.g., down or up),

alarming environmental measurements (e.g., high voltage or temperature), and warning

and debugging messages (e.g., a configuration change becoming effective). Logging is

enabled at different devices in UTRAN (cell towers, RNCs, and routers and switches

in between) with varying logging level settings (e.g., critical or warning) and message

exporting setup. The syslog messages, either in its raw form or filtered and processed

by an operations management platform, provide information including the timestamp

of the reported event, the identity of the reporting device, a message body describing

the nature and some details of the event. The device syslogs are considered the most

valuable data source for monitoring network faults, or with respect to this study, the

diverse types of cell tower outages.

A wide range of UMTS performance measurement counters are maintained at cell

towers and RNCs. Similar to the SNMP MIBs in routers, the UMTS counters track the

frequency of network/service events (e.g., number of successful/unsuccessful RRC re-

quests), the packets and bytes flowing through each network interface, and other service

and device self-monitoring metrics (e.g., queue length and CPU utilization). The coun-

ters and combination of them can be turned into performance metrics that are generally

divided into four broad categories: accessibility (e.g., voice/data call setup success rate

and delay), retainability (e.g., call drops rate), mobility (e.g., hand-off frequency and
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delay), and performance (e.g., voice call quality and data throughput). In the 3G UMTS

provider network that we study, there are over 300 different types of UMTS counters

tracked and collected at 15-minute granularity and associated with varying levels (sec-

tor/cell tower/RNC), enabling quantification of service impact of tower outages.

One of the most important metrics for our analysis is the “number-of-UEs” associ-

ated with each tower, which is the total of “number-of-UEs” associated with the sectors

within the tower. The metric is based on counters maintained at RNC that provide sum-

mary statistics of the active RLS of all UEs under its control. Particularly, for each

sector, there is a counter that reports the time averaged value of the number of UEs

affiliated with the sector when the size of the UE’s active RLS is k. To avoid double

counting of UEs, the number-of-UEs metric is generated by taking a weighted sum of

those summary counters with the weight being 1/k. For example, an UE with 4 sectors

in its active RLS would contributes 0.25 to the value of number-of-UEs metric for each

sector in its RLS. The number-of-UEs metric reflects the workload redistribution under

cell tower outages, which is critical for our approach in the next section.

5.2 TowerScan Design

As described in the previous section, mobility service operators need to accurately deter-

mine the impact of cell tower outage(s). One simple and seemingly logical approach is

to examine the workload on the failed tower right before the outage and use it to quan-

tify the impact. Alternatively, one may apply some time series analytic techniques to

estimate the expected normal-condition workload on the failed tower during the outage

for impact analysis. However, these approaches are too crude to reflect the true impact,

as the effective impact is also largely determined by the distribution and the workload on

the surviving towers in the area. For example, outages on two “neighboring” towers are

likely to cause higher damage than two individual outages on towers that are far apart,
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even when their combined workload before their outages is the same in the two scenar-

ios. This is because in the former case users from the failed towers are less likely to be

able to switch to another functioning tower to continue the service than in the latter case.

Experienced operators would consider factors such as the tower density in their impact

assessment. However, without a systematic approach, their impact analysis result often

varies person by person and case by case.

In TowerScan, we provide a way to systematically quantify the impact of tower

outage(s) on the mobile users. Ideally, this can be done by tracking all mobile users

at all time throughout the network. However, collecting and processing this user-level

data can be overwhelmingly costly. Furthermore, we cannot derive the per-user level

data from the modeling of mobility communication – accurately predicting the mobile

user-tower association and determine the service capacity under all terrain, weather, and

device conditions is a far more challenging research problem. Instead, TowerScan relies

on aggregate performance counters that are readily available from towers’ OSS (Oper-

ations Support System). Based on the aggregate counters, TowerScan first computes

the impact region for the tower outages under investigation and then quantifies the user

impact by various metrics (using a variety of data sources) pertaining to the identified

impact region.

5.2.1 Determining the Status of Cell Towers

The first task in quantifying the service impact of cell tower outages is to detect that a

cell tower is out of service. This is achieved by parsing and mining the device syslogs —

in the 3G UMTS network studied in this paper, these device logs are collected in near

real-time to a central repository. We compiled a list of “signatures” of tower failures

contained in the device syslog messages from both the cell tower side and the RNC

side. These signatures are defined based on domain knowledge input from experienced

operators. Some of them are closely tied to certain types of failure root causes (e.g.,
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lower layer communication failure), while others are generated via service and signaling

monitoring between RNC and cell towers. The redundancy in failure signatures and

source devices is critical for TowerScan, as collection of all device syslogs may not be

reliable or timely under outage conditions.

One implication of using multiple sources and message types for tracking cell tower

outages is that there may be inconsistency in the message timestamps regarding the same

outage. Hence, in the design of TowerScan for impact analysis, we do not rely on precise

timing information about tower outages. Furthermore, as flapping (devices repetitively

switching in and out of service) is a common phenomenon in operational networks,

TowerScan agglomerates the detected cell tower outages that are close in time (e.g.

within 600 seconds) into a single long-lasting outage for the purpose of impact analysis.

In case that the above automation system fails to infer any out-of-service cell towers,

TowerScan also allows manual input from operators to set the aliveness status of the cell

towers and to initiate the impact analysis as described in the next two subsections.

5.2.2 Identifying impact regions

Given the time and location of a tower outage, TowerScan first identifies the region on

which the tower outage is likely to have impact, which we will refer to as the impact

region. Once impact regions are determined, TowerScan can then quantify the degrada-

tion in accessibility, retainability, voice and data quality and performance within these

regions (Section 5.2.3).

The complexity in scoping the impact region lies in the sophisticated fault-tolerance

and load-balancing mechanism in mobility networks, which is achieved through exten-

sive signaling among UEs, towers, and RNCs (radio controller coordinating multiple

towers) so as to adapt to normal radio resource dynamics as well as anomalous outages.

The impact due to the loss of resource is expected to be gradually “absorbed” in a rip-

pling fashion by the surrounding towers. However, because of the diversity in tower
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density and UE distribution, the complexity of landscape features (e.g., hills, buildings,

etc.), and the mobile nature of UEs, it is extremely challenging, if not impossible, to

model this impact absorption process, hence precisely calculating the impact regions.

Furthermore, the outage of one tower can compound onto other pre-existing or concur-

rent tower outages. One has to examine the the spatially/temporally correlated outages

jointly to determine the impact regions. In fact, as we will see in Section 5.3, the out-

ages in operational 3G networks are more likely to be clustered in space and time due to

common shared-risk components [39, 36, 38]or common influence of adverse weather

condition, causing compounding impact to each other.

Before we present our solution to impact region scoping, let us first consider a couple

of straw-man approaches.

• Use the (maximum) coverage scope of the tower under outage as the impact region

– for example, using a 5-mile radius circle centered at the tower under outage.

This however can be both too broad and too narrow. On one hand, during a non-

peak time in a densely deployed 3G area, the impact can very well be localized to

its immediate surrounding towers, making 5-mile circle excessively large. On the

other hand, in a tightly-resourced area under peak demand, the cascading effect

can be farther reaching.

• Track per UE level performance and determine who as opposed to where has been

impacted. The problem with this approach is the complexity and the daunting cost

of per UE level measurement. Even if per UE measurement could be practically

managed, the variability of service performance on individual UE can be too high

to reliably indicate whether one has been affected.

Our approach focuses on the aggregate performance metrics (e.g., IuB link utiliza-

tion, call drop rate) at the tower level. It seems straightforward to define one impact
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region based on each aggregate performance metric. Simply put, if on some surround-

ing tower, one aggregate performance metric deviates significantly from its expected

value, the tower is considered impacted from that metric’s perspective. We will bind the

loose terms of “surrounding” and “significant deviation” with more rigorous mathemat-

ics processes in later sections. However, there are two drawbacks with this approach.

First, many metrics are not quite meaningful when examined at individual tower in isola-

tion. For example, “IuB link utilization” at a tower may be associated with two different

sets of UEs due to different UE associations before and after an outage. Comparing the

“IuB link utilization” loses the physical meaning. Second, using each metric separately

for impact region identification would not only increase the computational overhead, but

also produce inconsistent (e.g., due to varying sensitivity of different metrics) and hence

confusing impacted regions, which is very undesirable to the network operators.

To address these limitations, we choose the single key metric number-of-UEs (as-

sociated with individual towers) to identify the impact region. The number-of-UEs is a

suitable metric in scoping the impacted region because it ties closely to the UE and tower

association, which largely determines the impact propagation or absorption among sur-

rounding towers.

5.2.2.1 Anomaly Detection in number-of-UEs

We rely on time series analysis techniques to detect significant deviations from expecta-

tion on the tower-level number-of-UEs metric. An example of such time series is shown

in Figure 5.2 (a). In particular, we adopt the time series decomposition approach, which

is a light-weight offline time series analysis algorithm and has been found very effec-

tive in modeling economic data and recently in network traffic as well [51]. At a high

level, time series decomposition technique deconstructs a given time series into the sec-

ular trend component ({Tt}), the seasonal component ({St}), and the noise component

({Nt}) [19]. In the additive model, the original time series ({Vt}) is the summation of
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these three components.

Figure 5.2 (b), (c), (d) show the corresponding components for the time series in

Figure 5.2 (a). The general idea of time series decomposition is very simple – with a

specified seasonality window W , secular trend can be obtained through smoothing over

long term (multiples of W ), i.e., by centered moving average:

Tt =
W−1∑
i=−W

Vt+i/2W

The seasonal trend can be obtained by averaging the phase value (after removing secular

trend) across seasons, i.e., by seasonal moving average:

St =
K∑
i=0

Vt−iW − Tt−iW

where K is the number of seasonal windows contained in the historical data. And the

remainder becomes the noise component:

Nt = Vt − Tt − St

Note that time series decomposition as the above can be applied for analyzing both long

range of historical data and in a moving window fashion for the recent data (as new data

append to the time series).

In our approach, we further model the noise components, Nt, at different phase

as zero-mean Gaussian variables with different variance, σ2
t|W , where the phase t|W

represents t mod W . We tag the corresponding time series value, Vt, as anomalous

(critical value 1.96 at 95% confidence interval) if

|Nt/σt|W | > 1.96 (5.1)

This is consistent with the classic anomaly detection techniques. We also apply an

iterative process such that we remove the anomalous points in the previous iteration
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Figure 5.2: Time series decomposition example on number-of-UEs

from the trends and noise variance computation, which makes our approach robust to

bad data or significantly bad anomalies.

Reverting back to our application, for a given tower outage, we apply the decompo-
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sition technique to detect significant deviation from expectation on the number-of-UEs

metric measured at the surrounding towers during the outage time. To ensure that we

include all impacted towers, we use a fairly large radius (e.g., 10 miles) from the tower

under outage, and we recursively include additional towers for consideration if there ex-

ists other towers under outage within the included region and having overlapping outage

time. In this way, TowerScan can track the compounded service impact due to multiple

tower outages colliding in time and space. We set the seasonality window, W , to one

week as our data demonstrate strong time-of-day and day-of-week patterns.

Figure 5.3 shows three examples regarding the number-of-UEs on some surrounding

towers to where a two-hour outage took place. Each data point corresponds to a one-

hour aggregate. The outage was during hour 592 and 593 (marked with big dots in the

graphs). Figure 5.3 (a) is an example tower where no anomaly is found and Figure 5.3

(b) shows a significant dip and Figure 5.3 (c) shows a significant spike anomaly. We

should note that considering the day-of-week pattern is critical here. In Figure 5.3 (c),

the spike is not very distinguishable compared to the day before. However, it is very

significant when compared to a week before (or after).

5.2.2.2 Scoping the Cascading Impact

With the technique in subsection 5.2.2.1, we can now annotate all surrounding towers

with their status measured in number-of-UEs. Figure 5.4 shows an example of towers

under outage and the surrounding towers (within 10 miles from outage). The rectan-

gles are the towers under outage. The crosses are towers without significant change

in number-of-UEs. The triangles are towers with an increase (spike anomaly), and the

circles are towers with a decrease (dip anomaly) in number-of-UEs. Some markers are

overlapping to each other as there are co-located towers at the same spot. Our goal is to

scope the impact of outage in an automated fashion.

We first make two important observations from the above example.
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(c) Spike Anomaly

Figure 5.3: Three possibilities regarding the status of number-of-UEs on surrounding
towers

• First, besides towers under outage, there exist neighboring towers that have sig-

nificantly decreased number-of-UEs (circles). One would expect the “workload”

of the tower under outage would be redistributed to other towers, hence neigh-

boring towers should have increased number-of-UEs. We have investigated into

those cases and found two reasons why sometimes some neighboring towers have

significantly decreased number-of-UEs. On common reason is that the source that

we extract the signature of tower outage is not 100% reliable. Another reason is

that some towers only suffer from partial loss of capacity (e.g., losing three out
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Figure 5.4: Annotated graph of the surrounding towers to a cluster of tower outages.
X-axis and Y-axis are longitude and latitude respectively.

of six sectors (or roughly an antenna)). We have confirmed with network oper-

ators that some circles in the example are due to missing tower outage signature

in the logs and others can be explained by “partial outages” (The number-of-UEs

decreases significantly but not to zero). Fortunately, TowerScan is quite robust

against these corner cases as any neighboring tower with significant changes in

number-of-UEs will be included in the following analysis no matter whether it is

identified as a outage or not.

• Secondly, the towers that have significantly increased number-of-UEs are NOT

always the closest to the towers under outage. There can be crosses (no-change

in number-of-UEs) between the rectangles (towers under outage) and triangles

(towers with increased number-of-UEs). We have drilled down into several cases

and found that the closest tower to the outage were already near its capacity, hence

the extra workload were likely passed through to towers farther away (through

rebalancing of UEs in between).

Based on the second observation, we conclude that we cannot simply use the union
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of towers with significant deviation in the number-of-UEs as the impacted scope. The

towers that remain unchanged in the total number-of-UEs (e.g., due to capacity limit)

may associate to a sub-optimal set of UEs during the outage, and passing through the

extra workload to its neighbors. The annotation of “no significant change” in the total

number-of-UEs hence does not equate to “no service impact”. Furthermore, data quality

problem in the performance counters or the false negatives in the time series decompo-

sition algorithm can also produce wrong tower annotation. As a result, we seek a robust

method to scoping the impact region.

We draw some similarity between this impact region identification problem to the

blob extraction problem [29] in the domain of computer vision, which involves iden-

tifying a continuous area with largely similar color. A commonly used technique in

computer vision is to first apply some low-pass filter on the image of interest (to de-

noise) and then expand through adjacent pixels to track the border of the desired blob.

We borrow this idea in our application and design a three-step approach.

• Step1: Diffusion Low-pass Filter: We adopt the diffusion analysis technique to

denoise the tower annotation. At a high level, diffusion describes the process of

mass/energy spreading from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower

concentration, which draws a parallel of UEs settling to find available resources

when an outage takes place.

We set the diffusion process as follows. We define the heat source vector Si for

each tower i in the area: Si = 1 iff tower i is under outage or its number-of-

UEs significantly deviates from expectation. We adopt the 2D Gaussian kernel

function with the width parameter σ = 5
1.96

so that two towers 5 miles apart have

negligible impact on each other. We then define an energy conserving diffusion

transition matrix (with a cut-off of 5 miles):

A[i, j] =
f(d(i, j))∑

j within 5 miles from i
f(d(i, j))
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where d(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between towers i and j, and f(·) is the

diffusion kernel function. The detailed diffusion process is described in Algorithm

2.

Algorithm 2: : Diffusion Algorithm
Let H0 denote the source heat vector.
Let A denote the transition matrix.
Let ε denote the convergence threshold.
Let α denote the reinforcement parameter.
H = H0

H1 = H0 + ε
while sum(|H1 −H|) ≥ ε do
H1 = H
H = H × A
H = α(H ·H)sum(H0)/sum(H ·H) + (1− α)H0

H(find(H > 1)) = 1
end while

Note that the above diffusion process captures both the distance information be-

tween towers and the tower density information within the area. The parameters

in Algorithm 2 is set as the following: convergence threshold ε = 10−3 and rein-

forcement parameter α = 0.5.

• Step2: Separating Foreground and Background: We then determine the tow-

ers under impact based on their denoised change-significance values (in number-

of-UEs). This is equivalent to distinguishing the foreground color and the back-

ground color in computer vision. We adopt the one-dimensional k-mean thresh-

olding approach [64], which is a commonly used method in turning a gray-scale

image into a binary image.

Once a threshold is determined, we can then re-annotate the towers according to

H – this is simply marking the towers with H value higher than the threshold as

under service impact.
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• Step 3: Region Extraction: To extract the impact region from the annotated

tower map is equivalent to extracting blob from image in computer vision. How-

ever, here we do not have the concept of pixels, as towers are most likely non-

evenly distributed in space. To compensate for this, we define a connection graph

of the towers as follows.

On each tower, we divide its surrounding space by six 60◦ sectors. Within each

sector, we identify the closest tower in term of the Euclidean distance (with an

upper bound of 5-miles) and add an edge between the two towers. In this way, we

obtain a tower graph with annotated nodes. We can then simply apply Connected

Component Labeling algorithm [30] to extract the impact region.

Figure 5.5 shows the source heat vector generated from Figure 5.4. The gray

dots are the failed towers (rectangles) and the surrounding towers with significant

anomaly in number-of-UEs (triangles and circles). The black dots are the sur-

rounding towers without significant changes (crosses). After applying diffusion

and thresholding on Figure 5.5, all towers deemed under impact are shown as gray

dots in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.7 shows the results of region extraction. Two regions are extracted: one

includes most of the gray dots in Figure 5.6 and another only has one gray dot.

5.2.3 Quantifying Service Impact

Once TowerScan determines the impact region, it becomes relatively straightforward to

track a set of service and performance metrics defined within the region to numerically

quantify the service impact. As mentioned in Section 5.1.4, these metrics can be broadly

divided into a few categories – service availability/accessibility, retainability, mobility,

and performance. We list below a few of the most frequently referenced metrics for user

impact quantification.
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Figure 5.5: The source heat vector displayed on a 2-dimension map. X-axis and Y-axis
are longitude and latitude respectively.

Figure 5.6: The result heat vector after diffusion and thresholding displayed on a 2-
dimension map. X-axis and Y-axis are longitude and latitude respectively.

• affected population — This metric is derived from population density per zip

code based on publicly available census data, and the area estimate of the impact

region. The population density information is updated when new census informa-

tion becomes available.
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Figure 5.7: Two Regions are extracted based on Figure 5.6.

• affected primary residing customers — This metric pertains to the customer

population as opposed to the general population. Mobile customers are attributed

to the nearest tower(s) based on their home/work address maintained in their pro-

file. The total primary residing (either home or work) customers count is com-

puted by summing up the number of customers over all towers in the impact re-

gion. The customer-to-tower mapping can be updated weekly or monthly.

• / loss of 3G mobile users — This metric is derived using the total number-of-

UEs in the impact region by comparing the observed value against the expected

value without outage. The values are obtained from UMTS counter at a 15-minute

update interval.

• performance degradations — drop in RRC connection setup success rate for

data/voice calls, drop in RAB assignment success rate for data/voice calls, drop in

retainability rate for data/voice calls, increase in dropped call rate for data/voice

calls, drop in radio link layer throughput, drop in MAC (Medium Access Control)
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layer throughput — Similar to the above, these metrics are also derived from

UMTS counter values, quantifying various aspects of service quality degradation.

• increase in customer complaints — This metric is based on mobile users’ feed-

back through a smartphone application that notifies the mobility service provider

of their bad user experience (e.g., dropped calls). The timestamp and tower infor-

mation are attached in the feedback, which can be used to associate the complaints

to the impact region.

While the affected population and affected primary residing customers are associ-

ated with rather static information regarding the towers within the impact region, other

metrics in the above list are dynamically changing overtime. For the dynamic ones,

TowerScan first computes the hourly time series from the counter values pertaining

to the impact region from historical data – 30 days in the default setting. TowerScan

then utilizes the time series decomposition technique as described in Section 5.2.2 and

combines the secular trend and the seasonal components as the expected counter value

during the outage. Depending on the metrics of interest, either the average or the total

difference between the observed value and the expected value (i.e., the noise compo-

nent) during the outage duration is used as the quantifier of the service impact. The

same significance test as in Section 5.2.2 can be applied here to declare that there is a

significant degradation in the metrics of interest if all data points during the outage are

marked as anomalous.

5.3 TowerScan Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate TowerScan using both simulation and operational data from

a large 3G operational network. We focus on demonstrating that TowerScan is able to

identify the impact regions accurately. In order to evaluate the accuracy of TowerScan,

it would be ideal to know exactly how individual users move and are assigned to towers.
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However, this type of user-level information is hard to access in reality due to both

privacy and technical issues. We address this issue by using simulation. We also evaluate

TowerScan with operational data from a large 3G operational network.

5.3.1 Evaluation of TowerScan via Simulation

In the simulation, we examine how users are assigned to different towers due to out-

ages by comparing two parallel simulation runs: one without outages and another with

injected outages. An accurately identified impact region should mostly consist of users

that are assigned to different towers due to outages.

5.3.1.1 Simulation Setup

Our simulation needs to capture three key aspects.

• User Mobility: 20, 000 users are placed on a 5000 by 5000 square map. We adopt

the well-known modified Random Waypoint model [60] to generate the mobility

trace for 20, 000 users by using a uniform speed distribution [1, 20] and a 2-second

pause time.

• Tower Placement: We place 100 towers on the same 5000 by 5000 square map

with the towers evenly spaced.

• User-Tower Association: Users are typically in range of several towers and var-

ious conditions are considered to select a tower. We introduce an association

function that captures the key aspects.The association function shown in Eq.(5.2)

calculates the cost of assigning user u to tower t, where dist(u, t) denotes the

distance between u and t, n(t) is the number of current users on tower t and c(t)

is the capacity of tower t. The smaller the cost, the more preferred the tower.

Despite its simplicity, it takes the two most important factors into account: the

distance and the tower load. The smaller α is, the load factor is weighted more.
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In our simulation, α is set as 0.05, and the capacity of each tower c(t) is randomly

chosen from a uniform distribution [200, 300].

A(u, t) = α× dist(u, t) + (1− α)× 1

1− n(t)
c(t)

(5.2)

With these three basic components, the simulation is ready to run. However, in order

to evaluate TowerScan, we still need to figure out how to inject tower outages into the

simulation. The most straightforward way is to randomly pick n towers to fail at a given

time in the simulation. But in reality the tower outages in operational 3G networks

are more likely to be clustered in space due to common shared-risk components (e.g.:

upstream device) other than pure random. Therefore, we use the ”Gravity” model to fail

towers.

In the gravity model, a tower is more likely to be picked to fail if many of its neigh-

boring towers are already failed. The gravity model is an iterative process that the failure

probability of all towers are updated after a tower is picked to fail. Specifically, the initial

failure probabilities of all the towers is the same 1
N

, where N is the number of towers.

After a tower x is picked to fail, the failure probabilities of all the neighboring towers

within a 10-mile radius are incremented by 1
d(x,i)2

, where d(x, i) is the distance between

tower x and its neighbor i.

We compare the gravity model and the random approach with operational data, we

first get a list of thousands of tower outages observed during a 3-month time window

from a large operational 3G network. Then we generate another two lists of tower

outages by replacing the towers in the operational data with the towers picked using the

random approach and the gravity model. Figure 5.8 shows the PDF of spatial cluster

size for all the three lists of tower outages. It shows clearly that the gravity model is far

closer to the operational data. Thus, we use the gravity model to generate tower outages

in our simulation.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of outage cluster sizes

5.3.1.2 Evaluation Strategy

To evaluate TowerScan thoroughly, we compare the accuracy of identifying impact re-

gions across three approaches:

• Fixed-radius approach: identifies the impact region by simply including all the

neighboring towers within the n hops radius of all failed towers. For example. for

a tower in the center of the map, the 1 hop radius includes 4 neighboring towers

and 1.414 hop radius covers 8 neighboring towers. We vary the parameter n from

1 to 5.

• TowerScan without diffusion: is described in Section 3.2 but we intendedly skip

the step 1 (diffusion low-pass filter described in Section 5.2.2.2) to illustrate the

importance of diffusion. We vary the critical values in 5.1 from 0.1 to 4. For the

diffusion low-pass filter, we use the Gaussian kernel with σ of 2.5 (hops).

• TowerScan: is exactly the same as described in Section 3.2; in other words the

complete approach. The parameters used in this approach are the same as the

“TowerScan without diffusion” approach.
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To verify the results from different approaches, we first identify which users are

assigned to different towers as a result of the tower outages (and not due to normal

mobility). Specifically, we generate the mobility trace of 20, 000 users for 200, 000

seconds using the parameters mentioned in Section 5.3.1.1. At the end of each 1000

seconds interval, the user-tower association is reset and each user is assigned to the best

tower according to Eq.(5.2) one by one. At the 100th interval, we keep two versions of

user-tower association. One is without failures while another is injected with three tower

outages according to the gravity model. By comparing the two versions of user-tower

association at the 100th interval, we know exactly the set of users that are assigned to

different towers due to tower outages.

Each user on the map is either labeled as positive (P) class if he/she is assigned to a

different tower due to the outages or labeled as negative (N) class otherwise. A positive

user inside the identified impact region is classified as a true positive (TP). A negative

user inside the identified impact region is classified as a false positive (TP). The accuracy

of an identified impact region can then be measured using the false positive rate (FP
N

)

and true positive rate(TP
P

). A good approach should achieve high true positive rate while

keeping false positive rate low.

5.3.1.3 Evaluation Results

In this simulation, we repeat the gravity-model based failure injection 100 times and cal-

culate the average false positive rate and true positive rate. We use a receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) curve [65] to present the relation between false positive rate and

true positive rate across three approaches in one plot. The left-up corner in ROC curve is

the golden area, where the false positive rate is low and true positive rate is high. Figure

5.9 shows the ROC curves for the three approaches respectively. The overall trends in

the three curves exhibit the fundamental tradeoff between false positive rate and true

positive rate. TowerScan achieves the best tradeoff as it always gives the best true posi-
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Figure 5.9: A comparison of three approaches in ROC curves

tive rate for any given false positive rate compared with the other two approaches. Both

TowerScan and “TowerScan without diffusion” outperforms the fixed-radius approach

as they keep track of the dynamic user redistribution more accurately. Interestingly, the

diffusion starts to take effect after false positive rate is larger than 0.1 (the two curves

for TowerScan and “TowerScan without diffusion” start to diverge when x-axis is larger

than 0.1). For very conservative parameters (low false positive rate and low true positive

rate), very few towers are detected with significant changes (Section 5.2.2.1) in number

of users and thus diffusion makes no difference.

5.3.2 Evaluation of TowerScan using Operational Data

In this section, we first discuss how we use operational data to evaluate the accuracy of

TowerScan and then present the evaluation results.

5.3.2.1 Evaluation Strategy

With operational data, we verify the accuracy of TowerScan by comparing the perfor-

mance metrics on two sets of towers close to the border: one set is the towers INSIDE
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Figure 5.10: Compare the unfilled circles inside the region and the unfilled circles
outside the region to verify the accuracy of identified impacted region

the identified region while another set are the towers OUTSIDE the identified region. In

other words, we compare the towers are on both sides of the identified region’s border.

For example. in order to verify one (the larger one) of the two identified impacted re-

gions in Figure 5.7, we compare the set of unfilled circles inside the region with another

set of unfilled circles outside the region as show in Figure 5.10. We call them inner

towers and outer towers in short.

An impact region is considered to be identified accurately when the aggregate per-

formance metrics (discussed in Section 5.2.3) degrade significantly on the inner ring but

not on the outer ring . As shown in Figure 5.11, on all of the four performance metrics,

the inner ring indeed manifests significant degradation during the outage (shown as the

black dots) while the outer ring does not – bringing confidence to our result.

Based on the insight from the above example, we define a “contrast ratio” metric to

characterize the quality of the computed impact regions. Given a performance metric,

we compute the aggregate value for the towers in the inner and outer rings respectively.

We then divide the higher of the two values by the lower one and refer to the quotient
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Figure 5.11: Performance comparisons between inner towers and outer towers from
Figure 5.10

as the contrast ratio (as the direction of improvement differs across metrics – larger

value being better versus lower being better). The higher the contrast ratio is, the more

accurate the identified impact region is.

5.3.2.2 Evaluation Results

We first apply TowerScan on three months’ worth operational data and TowerScan iden-

tifies hundreds of impact regions from thousands of tower outages. Then we run the

fixed-radius approach on the same data set. Similar to the fixed-radius approach used in

simulation, here the fixed-radius approach identifies the impact region by simply includ-

ing all the neighboring towers within the n miles radius of all failed towers. For Tow-

erScan we use the default parameters mentioned in Section 5.2.2 to identify the regions
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Figure 5.12: Average “contrast ratio” comparison of TowerScan and the fixed-radius
approach

while we try three different radiuses 10 miles, 5 miles and 1 mile in the fixed-radius

approach. Figure 5.12 shows the average “contrast ratio” on six different performance

metrics described in Section 5.2.3. TowerScan approach clearly achieves better “con-

trast ratio” in comparison to the fixed-radius approaches, indicating that TowerScan can

scope the impact due to tower outages more accurately and tightly.

5.4 TowerScan Operational Experiences

In this section, we describe two interesting case studies regarding two clusters of tower

outages. We applied TowerScan to quantify the service impact in both cases and com-

pared the result with the impact analysis reports manually generated by operators. Specif-

ically, we found the manual analysis wrongly prioritized their relative impact compared

to TowerScan result and operators concurred with our findings after examining the Tow-

erScan output.
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5.4.1 Case study 1: Severe User Impact

In this first case study, we focus on a cluster of tower outages that have a severe user

impact according to TowerScan. TowerScan detected a cluster of 18 tower outages that

lasted for about two and half hours. Figure 5.13 shows the 18 towers (rectangles) under

outage and the status of their neighboring towers generated by TowerScan. Besides

the tower under complete outage, TowerScan also found many towers (circles) under

“partial outage” (not all sectors were out of service), which means they also experienced

significantly decreased number of UEs. The towers marked with triangles are those with

significantly increased number of UEs. This indicates the “workload” of the tower under

outage or “partial outage” was redistributed to nearby towers.

Based on the annotation of number-of-UEs, TowerScan then identified the impact

region by considering all nearby towers with significant changes in the number of UEs.

Figure 5.14 illustrates how the impact region is scoped through diffusion, thresholding

and region extraction. The identified impact region is much larger than the set of towers

under outages. Further, TowerScan looked into the identified impact region (the bottom

plot in Figure 5.14) to quantify the impact on different metrics discuss in Section 5.2.3.

In this case, TowerScan declared the daily numbers of affected primary residing

customers inside this region were 80815 and 80832 for work hours and non-work hours

respectively. As the outage occurred during the non-work hours, potentially 80815 users

could be impacted. Regarding to the dynamic metrics, Figure 5.15 shows the details

of various dynamic metrics on the aggregate region level before and after the tower

failures. We can see clearly from the top plot of Figure 5.15 that more than 1000 users

were dropped off from the 3G network during the outage, which should be considered as

a severe impact. For the users remain on the 3G network during the outage, TowerScan

declared that performance degradation is statistically significant for all metrics regarding

accessibility, retainability and call quality as mentioned in Section 5.2.3. In particular,
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Figure 5.13: number-of-UEs based annotated graph of the surrounding towers to a
cluster of tower outages. X-axis and Y-axis are longitude and latitude respectively.

“RRC connection setup success rate” degraded from almost 100% to less than 40% and

“ RAB assignment success rate” decreased from around 100% to 90% for data calls.

Thus, this cluster of tower outages caused severe user impact for two and half hours.

5.4.2 Case study 2: Moderate User Impact

In the second case study, we focus on a cluster of tower outages that have a moderate

impact according to TowerScan. TowerScan detected a cluster of 32 tower outages that

lasted for about three and half hours. Similar to case study 1, TowerScan first checked

the status of their neighboring towers using the key metric number-of-UEs as shown in

Figure 5.16. Based on the map of the status of number-of-UEs (Figure 5.16), TowerScan

then identified the impact region through diffusion, thresholding and region extraction,

as shown in Figure 5.17 . The identified impact region contains not only the towers

under outage but also the neighboring towers with significant changes in the number of

UEs.

As the final step, TowerScan looked into the identified impact region to quantify the
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Figure 5.14: The source heat vector, result heat vector and extracted region. X-axis and
Y-axis are longitude and latitude respectively.

impact on different static and dynamic metrics. The daily numbers of primary residing

customers inside this region were 24441 and 27540 for work hours and non-work hours

respectively. As the outage also occurred during the non-work hours, 24441 customers

were potentially impacted. By comparing this static metric, this incident has less severe

impact compared with the one in case study 1. The details of dynamic metrics indicate

the same conclusion as shown in Figure 5.18. Interestingly, the number of 3G users

didn’t change in this case, which is different from what we have seen in case study 1.

This means most of the users were staying on the 3G network as opposed to failing over

to 2G. Although TowerScan declared the performance degradation on this region for all

other dynamic metrics too, the degradation here is not as severe as in case study 1. For
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Figure 5.15: Time series of various user-impact metrics on the aggregate region level.

example, in this case, “RRC connection setup success rate” degraded from almost 100%

to about 95% for data calls while in case study 1 it degraded to less than 40%. Com-

bining the above observations, TowerScan concluded that this cluster of tower outages

caused moderate user impact.
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Figure 5.16: number-of-UEs based annotated graph of the surrounding towers to a
cluster of tower outages. X-axis and Y-axis are longitude and latitude respectively.

5.4.3 Comparison with manual impact analysis reports from oper-
ators

The same two incidents were analyzed manually, but the conclusions of the impact

analysis reports were the opposite to TowerScan. More specifically, the manual reports

concluded that the incident in case study 2 had more severe user impact that case study

1, and hence assigned the incident a higher fix priority. This erroneous conclusions

were due to the focus on just the failed number of towers, outage duration and popula-

tion density of the region under outage. More specifically, the incident in case study 2

was flagged as more severe due to (a) more towers under outage (32 vs 18), (b) longer

duration (3.5 hours vs 2.5 hours) and (c) denser population (1452 vs 1142 per square

mile).

In a contrast, TowerScan generates the opposite result. All static and dynamic met-

rics support this conclusion as we discussed in the above two case studies. These results

suggest that without considering user mobility, service redundancy, neighboring towers

and fine granularity metrics, the estimation of user impact could be off, or even wrong.
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Chapter 6

Future Work

In the chapter, we will discuss the future work in managing user-perceived quality of

Internet-based service along both top-down and bottom-up direction.

6.1 Detecting Service Anomaly Events and Estimating
their User Impacts

Our future work in this step can be divided into two directions.

• First, we plan to extend the current univariate anomaly detection on a single met-

ric to the multi-variate anomaly detection on multiple correlated metrics. In this

dissertation, we have been focusing on a single metric in this step, such negative

feedbacks from users and RTTs passively measured from traffic. The next intrigu-

ing research question is how to gain more insights into the nature of the service

degradations by analyzing multiple different metrics.

The most natural approach is to first detect anomalies in multiple metrics sepa-

rately in parallel and then analyze the detected anomalies across different metrics

in a post-processing manner. In this way, more insights can be obtained regarding

the nature of the service quality issues. For example, if anomalies are detected

for RTT and throughput simultaneously, they are more likely to be caused by

routing changes or detours. If anomalies are detected for tcp retransmission rate
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and throughput simultaneously, they are more likely to be link congestion/error

related.

Another alternative direction is to combine the information from different metrics

in the anomaly detection phase. Instead of doing anomaly detection on a univari-

ate metric time series as we discussed in Argus, it is may desirable to conduct

anomaly detection on a multi-variate metric time series to increase the sensitivity

of anomaly detection while maintaining false alarm rate. For example, By ana-

lyzing the multi-variate metric time series, one can detect the anomalies that are

not visible by looking at the different metrics separately such as the changes in

the relationships among different metrics (e.g.: Throughput decreases when RTT

increases) or changes that are significant enough only if we look at the different

metrics simultaneously.

• Secondly, we plan to incorporate the probability model into user-group hierarchy

to estimate the impact scope more accruately. For example, all the users from the

same BGP prefixes may take different AS paths to reach the servers in a CDN

service at different times due to the dynamics in the routing or load balancing.

The current event localization logic in Argus is based on a static user-group hierar-

chy (as shown Figure 4.13) and is not able to handle the uncertainties in the above

example. In the static user-group hierarchy, each BGP prefix user-group only has

a single AS path user-group as the parent node. To model the uncertainties, we

can possibly let the BGP prefix user-group have multiple AS path user-groups,

each of which is associate with certain probabilities. Then we also need to change

the ELP formulation and the heuristic to handle the probabilities defined in the

user-group hierarchy.
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6.2 Identifying the Root Causes of Service Quality Degra-
dations

Our work in this step can be extended in several directions. First, we plan to make

the temporal joining rules less sensitive for robust root cause analysis and deal with the

cyclic causal relationship in diagnosis rules. Second, we plan to refine the inference

algorithm and simplify its configuration to further improve its usability. Third, we want

to support realtime root cause applications. The main challenge in conducting root cause

analysis in realtime is how to deal with different delays in different data sources.

6.3 Understanding the Impact of Network Events on Ser-
vice Quality

In the future, we plan to extend TowerScan in following two directions. First, we plan

to extend TowerScan to better understand the cascading ”cross-network” user impact

when users are migrated from 4G/LTE to 3G to 2G. For example, existing 2G users

might have degrading performance or even fall out of the 2G network when the 3G

users on the failed 3G towers are migrated into 2G network. Secondly, once TowerScan

understands the ”cross-network” user impact, we may be able to provide key information

for operators to optimize the failover strategy. If TowerScan reports that failover from

LTE to 3G has caused significant impact on both LTE and 3G users, Operators may

rethink about the failover strategy. For example, instead of push all the LTE users on

the failed LTE towers to their 3G network, may be they should migrate some of them

to other providers’ LTE network to avoid this kind of cascading impact. Secondly,

TowerScan currently simply presents all service and performance metrics separately to

users. But in order to use TowerScan to prioritize incidences in a more efficient manner,

a single impact index by combining all service and performance metrics is desirable.

Thirdly, we will extend TowerScan to a generic infrastructure for various services by
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leveraging the lessons learned in TowerScan regarding how to map the network events

to user-perceived service quality by taking into account service redundancy.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The Internet has become the mainstay of many networked services (e.g., content dis-

tribution network (CDN), VoIP, VPN, IPTV and mobile phone). User-perceived ser-

vice quality is the most important metric in evaluating these Internet-based services and

largely decides the reputation and revenue for the service providers. In this disserta-

tion, we explored two directions in managing user-perceived quality of Internet-based

services.

7.1 Top-Down Direction Summary

The top-down approach starts with user-view measurements (e.g.: complains from Twit-

ter, customer calls and download throughput) to first detect the service quality degra-

dations, then aims to understand the user impact (e.g.: who are impacted? by how

much? for how long?), and finally finds the root causes (e.g.: link congestion and router

CPU overload) that can be extracted from network-view measurements. On the other

hand, the bottom-up approach starts with network-view measurements to detect net-

work events (e.g.: link congestion and router CPU overload) that may have been the

root causes of some service quality issues.

Two systems are designed and implemented to detect service anomaly events, esti-

mate their user impacts and identity the their root causes.
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• Argus is a generic system to detect service anomaly events and estimate their

user impacts base on the user-view service quality measurements collected from

individual users. It turns the service quality measurements from individual users

into localized and prioritized service anomaly events in streaming fashion.

Argus has been deployed in the CDN service and mobility service managed by the

same service provider. Argus has proven itself effective and accurate in detecting

and localizing real service quality issues before user complain. Service operator

started to receive real-time alarms from Argus and react to these alarms on a reg-

ular basis. We evaluate the accuracy of Argus through comparison with a set of

“labelled anomaly events” from 2 independent data sources (Keynote and DNS)

provided by the CDN service operation team. Out of 310 labelled anomaly events

from Keynote during a two-month period, Argus successfully detected 91% (281

events) of them and missed only 29 events (9%). We also obtained a list of “la-

belled anomaly events” from DNS for 15 days. Out of 68 labeled anomaly events

from DNS, Argus successfully detected 72% (49 events) and missed 13%. The

rest 15% is hard to decide due to lack of data.

• G-RCA is a generic root cause analysis system that is designed to automate trou-

bleshooting and trending the root causes of service quality issues. It starts with

imperfect domain knowledge that can be gradually improved. Given the domain

knowledge G-RCA first retrieves and correlates networks events given symptoms.

Then it identifies the root causes based on the correlated events. It is generic to

support diverse services running on top of the same service provider’s network by

separating common and service-specific components. The common components

are implemented once and well, such as capabilities for spatial/temporal correla-

tion and reasoning/inference. Service-specific knowledge captured by event/rule

definitions.
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The key advantage of G-RCA is its capability to be rapidly customized for vari-

ous services built on top of the same network. We have customized G-RCA for

diagnosing service quality issues in CDN, DNS, mobility service, multicast VPN

and customer BGP service. In the CDN service, G-RCA identified the root causes

of 25.17% of the RTT anomaly event detected by Argus in one month as network

events within the service provider’s network (e.g., interface flap, link congestion

and CDN assignment policy change) or from outside events that are visible in our

network (such as BGP routing changes announced by other ISPs). For the rest

of the RTT anomaly event, G-RCA didn’t find any evidence from inside our net-

work, which suggests that those RTT degradations may be caused by other ISPs

on the end-to-end path.

In the example of customer BGP service, G-RCA identified the root causes of

90.05% BGP flaps over several hundred eBGP sessions established with customer

routers. Specifically, 63.94% of them are caused by interface flap and 6.46% of

them are caused by high CPU load. As another example, G-RCA has proved to be

extremely useful in classifying root causes of PIM adjacency losses and in guiding

operators and engineers to a better understanding of actual MVPN performance in

the network. For each day, G-RCA is able to identify the root causes for more than

98% of PIM neighbor adjacency changes. For example, a large number (69.21%)

of PIM adjacency changes are found to be due to link flaps between the customer

and provider routers, which typically are caused by customer activities.

7.2 Bottom-Up Direction Summary

The bottom-up approach needs to determine if a network event has actually caused any

service quality issues or not given the service/network redundancy (e.g.: When the pri-

mary router fails, the secondary router may work just fine without affecting user per-
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ceived service quality.). Finally if the network event has caused service quality issues,

similar to the top-down approach, the bottom-up approach needs to understand the user

impact (e.g.: who are impacted? by how much? for how long?).

We focus on the 3G mobility service and design a system called TowerScan to quan-

tify the service quality impact of cell tower failures on users. Although our work in the

bottom-up direction is not as generic as the top-down direction, TowerScan reveals the

common challenges and complexities in the bottom-up direction. It is crucial for service

operators to prioritize outages and better schedule fixes with limited resources. If a cell

tower fails, mobility and redundancy may result in no perceived user impact if users are

migrated to nearby towers with spare capacity. But if nearby towers are heavily loaded,

users maybe significantly impacted in terms of accessibility or throughput of data calls.

The situation becomes more complex in multiple tower outages. TowerScan first iden-

tifies the impacted regions of each cluster of outages by analyzing the number of users

served by a tower. For each impacted region, TowerScan provides various user impact

estimations at different granularity levels.

We evaluate TowerScan using both simulation and operational data from a large 3G

mobility network. In the simulation, we examine how users are assigned to different

towers due to outages by comparing two parallel simulation runs: one without outages

and another with injected outages. An accurately identified impact region should mostly

consist of users that are assigned to different towers due to outages. Each user is either

labeled as positive (P) class if he/she is assigned to a different tower due to the outages

or labeled as negative (N) class otherwise. A positive user inside the identified impact

region is classified as a true positive (TP). A negative user inside the identified impact

region is classified as a false positive (TP). TowerScan achieves the best tradeoff as it

always gives the best true positive rate for any given false positive rate compared with

the fixed-radius approach. For example, when the false positive rate is 0.2, TowerScan
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can achieve roughly 0.9 true positive rate while the fixed-radius approach only has 0.6

true positive rate.

With operational data, we verify the accuracy of TowerScan by comparing the per-

formance metrics on two sets of towers close to the border: one set (inner ring) is the

towers INSIDE the identified region while another set (outer ring) are the towers OUT-

SIDE the identified region. In other words, we compare the towers are on both inner

ring and outer ring of the identified region’s border. We define the contrast ratio metric

to characterize the quality of the identified impact regions. Given a performance metric,

we compute the aggregate value for the towers in the inner and outer rings respectively.

We then divide the higher of the two values by the lower one and refer to the quotient

as the contrast ratio (as the direction of improvement differs across metrics larger value

being better versus lower being better). The higher the contrast ratio is, the more accu-

rate the identified impact region is. We first apply TowerScan on three months’ worth

operational data and TowerScan identifies hundreds of impact regions from thousands of

tower outages. Then we run the fixed-radius approach on the same data set. TowerScan

approach achieves better “contrast ratio” in comparison to the fixed-radius approaches

for all six performance metrics.

7.3 Top-Down v.s. Bottom-Up

The top-down approach directly focuses on the user-view measurements such as end-

to-end download throughput, complains from Twitter and customer calls. User-view

measurements directly and accurately reflect the use-perceived service quality. The main

advantage of the Top-Down approach against the bottom-up approach is that we don’t

need to infer the impact of network events (e.g. router failure, link congestion and

routing change) on the use-perceived service quality. But the disadvantage of the top-

down approach is that it manages the service quality perceived in a reactive manner.
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In other words, user dissatisfaction has been caused in a service when we detect an

anomaly (e.g.: slow download throughput and spikes in Twitter complains or customer

calls) in user-view measurements.

In the contrast, the bottom-up approach starts from the network-view measurements

(e.g.:link congestion, router CPU overload and cell tower outage). The main advantage

of the bottom-up approach is that it manages the service quality perceived in a proactive

manner. Unlike the top-down approach that reacts to the issues in use-perceived service

quality, the bottom-up approach keeps monitoring the network health and determining

the impact of a network event on use-perceived service quality. Early detection of net-

work issues could avoid a potential severe user-impacting service quality issue. The

disadvantage of the bottom-up approach lies on two facts. On one hand, it is non-trivial

to understand the user impact of a network event as we discussed in TowerScan. Under-

standing the user impact of a network event may vary in different services. Therefore,

build a generic bottom-up approach for various services is more challenging than the

top-down approach. On the other hand, as there are tons of network events in a large

network, understanding the impact of each of them on various services may just not be

practical.
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